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LBSTRACT

Dissertation: The Effect of Intensive Instruction in
Hypothesis Generation Upon the Quantity
and Quality of Hypotheses and the Quantity
and Diversity of Information Search Questions
Contributed by Ninth Grade Students

Chris Pwehlil Pouler, Doctor of Philosophy, 1976

Dissertation dLrected by: Emmett L. Wright, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Secondary Education

The p rpose of this investigation was to:

compare the effects of various hypothesis generation
intensive instruction procedures on the ability of
ninth grade students to generate written hypotheses and
information search questions about a discrepant event, and

b. determine if stud-nts, who have received hypothesis generation
intensive instruction in a setting free of peer interactions,
exhibit a greater diversity of questions during a group
discussion and greater written hypothesis generation
behaviors after the discussion.

The subjectsselected from all the ninth grade intact science

classes of suburban junior high schoolwere assigned to either a

control group one of four intensive instruction groups. The

procedures for each instructi nal group included:

a. watching the intensive instruction discrepant event until six
acceptable hypotheses were written, and

individual discussions during which the invtstigator evaluated
each of the six hypotheses by one of the following predetermined
standards:

1. differentiated reinforcement and criteria group--depending
on the level of acceptability for each hypothesis, the
student was both positively reinforced (good, very good,
excellent) and told the criteria for good hypothesis formation,

7



undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria grup--after
each acceptable hypothesis, the student was mnly tol the

criteria for good hypothesis formation,

3. differentiated reinforcement only group--depending on Le
level of acceptability for each hypothesis, the student was
positively reinforced (good, very good, excellent), and

4. undifferentiated reinforcement_only group--had to generate
six hypotheses (of any quality) each of which was accepted
without positive reinforcement.

iDLiring the intensive instruction sessions, the subjects were

shown discrepant events selected from the set of Inquiry Development

Program Films. Upon ompletion of the instructional sessions, all

the experimental groups were shown another discrepant ,verit and e e

requested to write as many hypotheses as possible. Then an additional

film was shown and the participants were requested to w-i e as many

questions as possible which solicited information to help explain the

discrepancy. Five days later each experimental group participated in a

discussion where they observ d another discrepant event 'film and, then

had the opportunity to voluntarily ask questions of the inves g about

the discrepant event. All questions were only answered with yes or no.

After twenty questions, the discussion was terminated and the students

were requested to individually write hypotheses that might explain the

discrepancy.

The seven dependent variables determined by this study were:

a. both the quantity and quality of written hypotheses
following intensive instruction,

b. both the quantity and diversity of writt n i formation
search questions following intensive instruction,

c. the d versity of information search questions during
the group discussion and



both the quantity and quality of written hypotheses
after th,_ group discussion.

The conclusions included the following:

a. Differentiated reinforeement--as an intensive instruction
nwthod- is responsible for a higher quantity of written
hypotheses after intensive instruction than the instruction
,lethod whi-h involves no intensive instruction.

b. Participants who received inteasive instruction Twhich
emphasized either differentiated reinforcement, criteria
or both generated a higher quality of written hypotheses,
following intensive instruction, than participants who
raceived undifferentiated reinforcement or no intensive
instruction.

No form of nypothesis generation intensive instructtorl
improves the particiwInts' ability to generate a greater

quantity diversity of written information search questions
following intensive instruction.

iated reinforcement only--as an intensive instruttion
condItionis responsible for a greater quantity of written
hypotheses than no intensive instruction following the
group discussion.

e. Criteria as an intensive instruction method is responsible
for a higher quality of written hypotheses, after the
group discussion, than the instruction method of
undifferentiated reinforcement or no intensive instruction.

And, in the presence of the group discussion, diversity
of oral information search questions is not significantly
improved by hypothesis generation intensive instruction.
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CHATTER

AN INTRODUCTION

I am myself a great lover of these processes on division

and generalization; they help me to speak and to think.

Socrates, 470-399, B.C.
Yrom Dialogue to Phaedrus

Both knowledge and application of problem solving skills became

important objectives of science education for the development and,

subsequent, introduction of inquiry curricula during the late fifties

and early sixties. The impact of these curricula was so great that

massive science curricular ref orr resulted by modifying instruction in

such a way that students were encouraged to acquire an understanding of

the attitudes and procesees of scientific inquiry (Gagng, 1963, p. 152).

Consequently, the science clasrooin has become the center for activitier .

which encourage students to learn the principles of the various academic

disciplines while si ultaneously acquiring and applying problem solvfng

skills. As the popularity and widespread use of the inquiry approach

increased, so did the number and diversity of cur icula available for

b th elementary and secondary instruction. In fact, the trend has

been espe ially apparent at the junior high level which has experienced

an increasiAtg emphasis on discovery type (inquiry) activities (Tro birdge,

1974, p. 13). The future direction :or inquiry curricula is reflected

by recent curriculla developments which include:

18



a. the adaptation of the original physics inquiry program (PSSC)

into an individualized format Friedman, 1976, p. 15), and

b. the development of new inquiry curricula emphasizing individuali-

zation which permits content selection to be influenced by

student interest, local relevance, and existing facilities

(Burkman, 1974, p. 30).

Since activities which require problem solving skills comprise an

important aspect of contemporary and future science instruction,

appears worthwhile to inv stigate methods whicl may improve the

acquisition and utilization of the bsc inquiry skills.

Inquiry instruction encourages students to discover facts of

causality through their own initiative and not to be dependent on

explanations from teachers or other knowledgeable persons (Fugliese,

1973, p. 25). Essential among the basic inquiry skills is the ability

to is late variables leading to the generation of relevant hypotheses

an attempt to improve the ability to generate hypothes s through

quest oning, Suchman (1961, p. 159) devised a schema which identified

the stages that students must follow in order to adequately explain an

inc nsistent scientific event. These stages include:

a. episode analysiswhere the facts of the avent are verified,

b. determination or relevancewhere the necessary conditions

of relevance of variables are isolated, and

c. induction of relational constructs--which allows the formation

of explanations about the event.

schema, Suchman (1960, 1961, 1962b) developed am entire

inquiry training program which was based upon inconsi tent (or discrepant)

events of physics causality. During each inquiry session, students observed

a film and then volunteered individual questions, as part of a group

discus i n effort, to isolate the variables of the event an4 explain the

1 9



causality. A scale, based on the schema, was then utilized by Suchman

classify the questions into categories. Suchman (1962b) discovered

upon completion of the training prograni, the participants attained a

greater acquisition of questioning skills than students not participating.

Suchman's w rk ilLustrated that students can dhrough classroom training

improve their abil ty to gather data by asking questions ab ut the

variables inherent within a problem.

More recent r search, which considered various extensions of

Suchman's work, has i dicated that students can be instructed to

improve their abili y to generate hypotheses. Quinn (1971, 1972),

working with students from intact sixth grade classrooms, found a greater

quality of written hypotheses from those subjects who received classroom

instruction describing the components of a good hypothesis. The instruction

consisted of a series of class discussions emphasizing analysis o

observations (made from a Suchman Inquiry Development Program Film) in

terms of relevant variables and degrees of acceptable hypotheses as

determined by a quality scale (see Table 5, p. 72).

Working with students individually in a setting removed from the

classroom, Wri ht (1974) found that ninth grade students improved their

verbal hypothesizing ability when exposed to either of two forms of

instruction. The instruction consisted of observing.a Suchman film and

then, depend ng on the treatment group, the student was required to describe

seventy-five details or generate five hypotheses which corresponded to a

predetermined level of acceptability. When a Student subm tted an acceptable

hypothesis he or she was reinforced by . an .pproving -term such as good.

is important to note that the reinforcement w

20
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sense that each approval comment was intended to promote only one

kind of esponse--the formation of an acceptable hypothesis. No

a tempt was made to offer (a) undifferentiated reinforcement which

w uld merely encourage the formation of hypotheses and (b) differentiated

reinforcement (e.g. good, v _IT good, _ cellent) which would encourage

the for ation of a predetermined level of acceptable hypotheses. In this

sense, undifferentiated and differentiated reinforcement could be utilized

to develop various types of student responses.

In

differed

summary, Wright's

from Quinn's work

kx inforced each student response and

in four ways:

1. the instruction was individualized so each student

with the investigator and controlled the amount of
was necessary and the number of times the film was

worked
time chat
observed,

2. the criteria were not given for an acceptable hypothesis,

the effect of two forms of instruction (observing details and

hypothesis generation ) upon hypothesis generation skills

were compared, and

the intensive instruction model, which was employed, included

a predetermined minimum of hypotheses or observations that

had to be attained by each student.

Suchman's original research, t gether with the work of Quinn and

Wright raises three questions which are worthy of further research:

1. What is the difference between intensive instruction in

hypothesis formation when only the criteria are given to the

student and intensive instruction in hypothesis formation

when only differentiated reinforcement or both criteria and

differentiated reinforcement are given?

2. What effect will previous hypothesis generation intensive
instruction have on a group discussion about a specific

discrepant event?

And, what effect will the group discussion have on the memberS

of the instructed gr ups to subsequently generate hypotheses? '

21
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The first question is an attempt to define suitable means to improve

hypothesis generating abilities in classroom settings. Further, the

answer can offer a viable addition to already existing science instruction.

The second and third questions are important since it is advantageous to

couple specific instruction with group interactions because:

a. discussions are important as a learning approach in
secondary schools, and

b most problems of communities and society are solved in a
social setting and it appears worthwhile to offer students
the opportunity to practice group problem solving behavior.

Also, group discussion may enhance previous hypothesis generation intensive

instruction and, therefore serve as an additional teaching strategy.

Research that attempts to answer these questions would offer useful strategies

for the teaching of science.

The purpose of this study was to compare vl ious forms of intensive

instructian in hypothesis generation and, then, determine if students

who have received instruction to improve their ability to formulate

hypotheses, in a setting free of peer interactions, were able to exhibit

an improved ability to ask a greater diversity of questions about a

discrepant event during a grcup discussion and, then, write more hypotheses

f a higher quality to explain the event.

Need for _he Study

The original innovators the science inquiry curricula based their

work upon the premise that an understanding of the fundamental principles

was sufficient to allow extrapolation of the necessary specifLcs (Bruner,

1971, p. la). Consequently, the instructional strategy of the resulting

curricula emphasized an independent, systematic, empirical, and inductive

approach to science Pugliese, 1973, p. 26). Therefore it appears logical
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to assume that students developed the cognitive skills of problem

solving at the expense of developing the ability to express and share

the skills they acquired. Along these lines, Babikian (1971), in a

comparison of expository, laboratory and discovery methods of instruction,

found that s udents taught by inquiry were significantly less effective

in the verbalization of scientific concepts. Thus, an important concern

for cur iculum designers of the future will be to incorporate group

discussion activ ties which utilize acquired inquiry skills. This research

study was an attempt to provide evidence from which to design relevant

activities in future curri ula.

Although Suchman (1961), Quinn (1971), and Wright (1974)

illustrated that discussion is a feasible instruction method to

increase problem solving skills, each researcher utilized a different

approach. While Suchman and Quinn employed group techniques, Wright

worked with each student individually. Since a major direction of

science curriculum is presently individualization, there is need for

research data which result from:

a comparison of different methods of intensive instruction
for improving process skills which allow students to
work individually, and

b. an assessment of the effect of the intensive instruction
on group discussion behavior.

In this way, the obtained findings could serve as a means to help

students improve their ability to interact while utilizing pr viouely

learned skills. Along these lines, Glasser (1969, p. 36), as a result

f success with discussion groups in elementary schools, has recommended

the teaching of critical thinking through group discussions from

high school. Specifically dealing with science instruction,

23
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Jerrigan (1972) illustrated that specific questions from readings

could be employed to create worthwhile discussion when the class m mbers

attempted, as a gruap, to obtain an answer. Thergfore, a practical

need exists for research that provides evidence that problem solving

skills can be taught efficiently through individualization and, later

utilized by s udents during a group discussion.

Another important area of support for this study involves the

level of mental development of junior high students. Since the

inquiry approach emphasized the acquisition of problem solving skills,

it seems only logical that students must possess an appropriate mental

development to adequately acquire and apply problem solving skills.

Previous works wjth elementary and junior high students have dealt

with discrepant events which were clearly depicted on film, by delibera e

actions of an experimenter and close up photography, so students could

clearly recognize the problem and several variables (Buchman, 1961, pp. 150

-51). By relating the variables, the students were required to perform

mental operatio s which led to the development and utilization of hyp etico-

deductive reasoning as defined by Jean Piaget's level of for-al operations

(for fu_ther discussion see pp. 26-30). Thus, it is imp-- ant to emphasize

that findings from hypothesis generation studies could p _ve to p- vide

the means to aid in the mental development of the student by either:

a. sharpening inquiry skills which may already be present, or

b. enhancing the development of basic-inquiry_skills not yet present.

This conclusion is crucial since two recant studies--(a) Sayre and Ball

(1975) and (b) Lawson and Renner (1975)--have found that while some sec n ary

students have achieved the level of formal Mental operations,



many students do not think on this level. Therefore, investigation into

techniques that a classroom teacher could use to promote the development

of formal reasoning is cer_ainly worthwhile. In fac-, the researchers

mentioned above--(a) Sayre and Ball and (b) Lawson and Renner--str- gly

recommended that elementa-- and junior high curricula be designed to

present perceivable problem solving experiences which will help students

to develop the processes of formal operations. When the preceeding

recommendation is coupled with the findings from previous investigatio s

by Suchman, Quinn and Wright, the contention that basic inquiry skills can

be taught and that research is necessary to determine the Opti_ 1 method

f instruction becomes apparent.

In summary, Suchman (1962b) developed effective method to

help participants better assimilate data and generate hypotheses

about a discrepant event. Further, Quinn (1971) and Wright (1974)

devoted their efforts to the analysis of hypothesis training. Their

findings have indicaed:

a. instruction in hypothesis generation yields a higher number

of hypotheses about.a discrepant event,

instruction in hypothesis generation is effective in both

intact classroom and individualized situations, and

there exist more than one effectiv method for hypothesis

generation instruction.

Unfortunately, none of the previous studies have included:

(a) comparisons of different forms of individualized intensive ins -uc

(b) assessments of the value of prior individualized intensive instruc

on group discussion behavior, -) assessments of both previous

individualized intensive instruction and group discussion on hypothesis

generation. In essence this study attempted to bridge the gap between

2".
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research findings and classroom feasibility by further defining the neChods

to promote problem solving capabilities.

The Research Problem

One of the key elements in the process of scientific inquiry

e generation of hypotheses that offer possible explanations for

the occur ence of a discrepant event. Uasically, this mental operation

i valves: (a) exposure to a problem, (b) isolation of the relevant

variables,and (c) generation of hypotheses.

This study was designed to:

a. compare the effect of different forms of hypothesis generation
intensive instruction on tile ability of students to generate
hypotheses and ask questimns about a discrepant event, and

b. determine if students, who havt received hypothesis generation
intensive instruction in a setting free of peer interactions,
are able to exhibit a greater diversity of questions during
group discussion and, then, a greater ability to generate
hypotheses about a discrepant event.

Hypotheses

Quantity of Written Hypothesis Generation
follov--g Intensive Instruction

1. There is a difference in Cie quantity of written hypotheses
betveen the following groups which receive a form of ii-istructic
and the control group vhich receives no instruction:

a the diaerentiated reinforcement and c-iteria
group versus the control group,

b. the undifferentiated reinforcement and crtteria
group versus the control group,

the differentiated r inforcemen
versus the control group, and

d. the undifferentiated xeinforcenent oniy group
versus the control group.
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2 The effects of differentiated reinforcement and criteria are

non-additive on the quantity of written hypotheses.

There is a difference in the quanti.ty of written hypotheses

between the following groups whicL receive differentiated

reinforcement as an instruction condition and the following

groups which receive undifferentiated reinforcement:

a. the diffe-entiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria

group,

the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the undifferentiated reinforcement only group,

c. the differentiated reinforcement only group versus

the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group, and

d. the differentiated reinforcement only group versus

the undifferentiated reinforcement only group.

There is a difference in the quantity of written hypotheses

beWeen the following groups which are told the criteria for

good hypothesis formation and the following groups which are

not told the criteria for good hypothesis formation:

a the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group versus

the differentiated reinforcement only group,

b. the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group versus

the undifferentiated reinforcement only group,

the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the differentiated reinforcement only group, and

the undlfferentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the undifferentiated reinforcement only group.

Quality of Written Hypothesis Generation

Following Intensive Instruction

5. There is a difference in the quali y of written hypotheses

between the following groups which receive.a form of

instruction and the control group which receives no instruct n;

the differentiated reinforcement and criteria

group versus the control group,

the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria

group v2reus the control group,
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c. the differentiated reinforcement only group
versus the control group, and

d. the undifferentiated reinforcement only group

versus the control group.

6. The effectsof differentiated reinforcement and criteria are

non-additive on the quality of written hypotheses.

7. There is a difference in the quality of written hypotheses

between the following groups which receive differentiated

reinforcement as an instruction condition and the following

groups which receive undifferentiated reinforcement:

the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the undifferentiated reinforcement.and criteria

group,

b. the differentIated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the undifferentiated reinforcement only group,

the differentia- d reinforcement only group

versus the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria

group, and

d. the differentiated reinforcement only group versus the

undifferentiated reinforcement only group.

8. There is a difference in the quality of written hypotheses

between the following groups which are told the criteria for

good hypothesis formation and the following groups which are

not told the criteria for good hypothesis formation:

the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group versus

the differentiated reinforcement only group,

b. the differentiated reinfar-nment and criteria group versus

the undifferentiated reinforcement only group,

c. the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group versus

the differentiated reinfercement only group, and

d. the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group versus

the undifferentiated reinforcement only group.

2 8
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Quantity of Written Information Search Questions

Following Intensive Instruction

9. There is a difference in the quantity of written information

search questions between the following groups which receive

a form of instruction and the control rou which receives

instruction:

the differentiated reinforcemellc ind criteria group

versus the control group,

b. the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the control group,

the di ferentiated reinforcement only group

versus the control group, and

d. the undifferentiated reinforcement only group

versus the control group.

The effects of differentiated
reinforcement and criteria are

novadditive on the quantity of written information search

11. There is a difference in the quantity of written information

search questions betweea the following groups which receive

differentiated reinforcement as an instruction condition and

che following groups which r ceived undifferentiated reinforcelent:

the differentiated reinforc ,ent and criteria group

verses the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria

group,

b. the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the undifferentiated reinforcement only group,

c. the differentiated reinforcement only group versus

the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group, and

d. the differentiated reinforcement only group versus

the undifferentiated reinforcement only group.

12. There is a difference in the quantity of written information

search questions between the following groups which are told

the criteria for good hypothesis formation and the following

groups which are not told the criteria for good hypothesis fo- ation:

a. the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group versus

the differentiated reinforcement only group,

the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group versus

the undifferentiated reinforcement only group,

29
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the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the differentiated reinforcement only group, and

the undifferentiated reinforcement and cr teria group

versus the undifferentiated reinforcement only group.

Diversity of Iritto.n Information Search Questions
Following Intensiva Instruction

13. There is a difference in the diversity of written information

search questions between the following groups which receive

a fotm of instruction and the control group which receives

no instruction;

a. the differentiated reinforcemert and criteria group

versus the control group,

b. the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the control group,

c. the differentiated reinforcement only group
versus the control group, and

d. the undifferentiated reinforcement only group
versus the control group.

14. The effects of differentiated reinforcement and criteria are non-

additive on the diversity of written information search questions.

15. There is a difference in the diversity of written information

search questions between the following groups which receive

differentiated reinforcement as an instruction condition and

the following groups which received undifferentiated reinforcement:

a. the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group,

b. the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the undifferentiated reinforcement only group,

c, the differentiated reinforcement only group versus

the undifferertiated reinforcement and criteria group, and

the differentiated reinforcement only group versus
the undifferentiated reinforcement only group.

16. There is a difference in the diversity of written information

search questions between the following groups which are told

the criteria for good hypothesis formation and the following

groups which are not told the criteria for good hypothesis

formation:

3 0
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the differentiated reinforcement and critecia group

versus the differeltiated reinforcement only group,

b. the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the undifferentiated reinforcement only group,

the undifferen iated reinforcement and crite.:ia group

versus the differeritiated reinforcement only group, and

d. the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the undifferentiated reiaforeement only group.

Quanti- en Hypothesis
Generation After the Group Discus ion

17. There is a difference in the quantity of written hypotheses

between the following groups which receive a form of instruction

and the control group which receives no instruction:

a. the differentiated reinfo cement and criteria group

versus the control group,

b. the undifferentiated reinforcement ana criteria group
versus the control group,

the differentiated reinforcement only group
versus the control group, and

the undifferentiated reinforcement only group
versus the control group.

18. The effects of differentiated reinforcement and criteria are

non-additive on the quantity of written hypotheses.

19. There is a difference in the quantity of written hypotheses

between the following groups which receive differentiated

reinforcement as an instruction condition and the following

groups which receive undifferentiated reinforcement:

the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria

group,

the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the undifferen iated reinforcement only group,

the differenitated reinforcement only group

versus the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria

group, and
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the differentiated reinforcement only group versus the
undifferentiated reinforcement ohly grpup.

20. There is a difference in the quantity of written hypotheses
between the following groups which are told the criteria for
good hypothesis foL-mation and the following groups which are
not told the criteria for good hypothesis formation:

a. the differenti--ed reinforcem.ent and criteria group
versus the differentiated reinforcement only group,

the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group
versus the undifferentiated reint rcement only group,

the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group
versus the differentiated reinforcement only group, and

d. the undifferentiated reinforcement and crite.:la aup
versus the unaifferentiated reinforcement only

Quality of Vritten Hypothesis
Generation After the Group Discussion

21. There is a difference in the quali y of written hypotheses
beetwee.1 the following groups which receive a Form ot
instruction and the control gr:oup which receives no instruction:

a. the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group
versus the control group,

the undifferentiated reil orcement and criteria group
versus the control group,

the di ferentiated reinforcement only group
versus the control group, and

the undifferentiated reinforcement only group
versus the control group.

'22. The effects of differentiated reinforcement and criteria are
non-additive on the quality of written hypotheses.

23. The e is a difference in the quality of written hypotheses
between the following groups which receive differentiated
reinforcement as an instruction condition and the-following
groups which receive undifferentiated reinfor-emelit:

a. the di ferentiated reinforcement and cataria group
versus the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria
group,

3 2
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the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the undifferentiated rei:foreement only group,

c. the differentiated reinforcement only group ve::sus

the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group, and

d. the differeutLated reinforcement only group versus
the undifterentated reinforcement only group.

There is a diffcrence in the quality f wri.ten hypotheses

between the following grcups which arF; told the criteria for

good hypothesis formation cnd the following groups which are

not told the criteria for good hypothesis formation:

the differentiated reinforcement and c:L-Itcria grout

versus the differentiated reinforcement only group,

b the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the undifferentiated reinforcement only group,

the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the differentiated reinforcement only group, and

the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the undifferentiated reinforcemen:: only group.

Divercity of Inf rmation Search
Questions During the Group Djscussion

25. There is a. difference in the diversizy of ques ions between

the experimental groups during an information search group

discussion about a discrepant event.

Performance in Hypothesis Generation After

the Group Discussion Using Previous Hypothesis

Generation Experience as a Covariable

26. Using the results of the quantity of written hypotheses

immediately following instruction as a covariable for the

quantity of written hypotheses after the group discussion,

there is a difference between the following planned comparisons:

a. instruction groups versus the control group,

interaction between instruction groups,

differentiated reinforcement g oups versus undifferentiated

reinforcement groups, and

d. criteria groups versus non-criteria groups.

33
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27. Using the results of the quality of written hypotheses

immediately following instruction as a covariable for the

quality of written hypotheses after the group discussion,

there i a difference between the follming planned comparisons:

a. instruction groups versus the control group,

b. interact' n hetwen instruction groups,

differentiated reinforce_ent groups versus undifferentia

reinforcement groups, and

criteria groups versus non-criteria groups.

Definitions of Terms

Major Definitions

Acm1.1111eijiyklyi_LhEALiaa: When a hypothesis that was

written and discussed by a participant rated at least a three

on the Hypothesis Quality Scale (see p. 72). Hypotheses in

this category were scientific explanations relating at least

two variables in general or nonspecific terms.

Differentiated Reinforcement: A form of reinforcement which

offers verbal encouragement for each hypothesis contributed

by a participant during intensive instruction which meets a

predetermined level of quality. The specific terms of reinfo ce-

ment--good, very good and excelleut--correspond to hypotheses

which are described by levels three, four, and five of the

Hypothesis Quality Scale (see p. 72).

Discre ant Event; _
An occurrence that illustrated a scientific

principle of causality that could have been logically explained

by more than one acceptable hypothesis. In addition, the

discrepant events contained several variables and presented

(within reason) a new experience to the subjects. This study

utilized several Inquiry Development Program Films (Suchman, 1962h)

which met these conditions.

4. piserearktEventfor_l'oll.priin-Jristruction:
The discrepant event, 'The Sailboat and the Fan, was the source

for the hypotheses which were analyzed for the comparisons

between experimental groups to assess the effects of the vari uS

methods of instruction. The instructions to the participants

for this activity were audiotaped and the script appears on pages

68-69.

3 4
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5. Dispereant_EvetiationSearchQuestions Following
InEtruction: The discrepant event, 'The Ice Cubes, was the

source for the questions which were analyzed in the comparisons

between the various experimental groups to assess the impact

of intensive instruction. The instructions to the participants

were audiotaped and tne script appears on pages 68-69.

Diversity of Information Search Questions: After all the questions

for each participant had been placed into the appropriate category

(see diversity of information search questions classification,

below), a diversity value utilizing the Shannon Index (see p. 74)

was determined. All the individual diversity values for all the

participants in each experimental group, were averaged and, then,

used in the statistical analyses.

7. Dives_LItiforith Qestion The

extent to which generated questions for each individual corresponded

to one of sixteen predetermined categories. To determine the

appropriate category for a question, it was first placed into

one of the following major groupings on the basis of intent:

a. ification: if the question sought to identify one

aspect abou the total event or sequence about the

discrepant event,

b. experimentation: if the question sought to ascertain
the consequences of some hypothetical change (would the

same have happened if) in the experiment presented

by the discrepant eYent,

c. necessity: if the question sought to d termine whether

a specific aspect of the phenomenon was necessary for the

outcome (cause and effect), and

synthesis: if the question sought to determine if a

particular idea of theory about causation was valid and

explained the experiment totally or in part.

Then each question was classi ied by one of the folio

sub-group ngs:

a. events: referred to the occurrence of events,

b. objects: referred to the nature of objects,

c. conditions: referred to the states of objects, and

properties: referred to the properties.

By following the above description, each question fell into one

of sixteen categorieS; for a further description see pages 72-74.
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8. 2:1IsrRLyf_1atermation _Search Scale: A means to classify

questions contributed by participants during an information

search discussion. The scale is presented on page 73.

9. Exerital_Gr(2HpEckAtjr2Laimpl: The control group where

subjects were only exposed to the int oductory discrepant event.

10. Drouipsion: This activity was intended to assess the

impact of the various methods of hypothesis gencration intensive

instruction on the participants of each experimental group to

ask a diversity of questions about the group discussion

discrepant event. Basically, during the discussion, the students
watch the discrepant event and, then volunteered questions which

had to be specific enough for a yes or no response. As a question

was asked, it was repeated by the investigator, written and projeo ed

on an overhead transparency, and, finally, answered. Since the

largest group was thirteen students, each student had the opportun ty

to contribute one question. The group discussion was terminated

after Wenty questions.

11. 2.1..91.1T.1211_12L_LrepAnt_ Event: The discrepant event, "Drinking

Boiling Coffee," was used as the problc for the group discussion

and subsequent hypothesis generation session. The instrections

were audiotaped and the script appears on pages 70-71.

12. othesi A logical, reasonable, and testable explanation

the occurrence of a discrepant event,

13. 4yRothes1§_penera n: A behavior that involves writing
o explain a discrepant event.multiple hypotheses which attempt

14. lin21M211_alLia,l_tion Intensive Instruction: An instruc ion

sessior, of one class period (fifty minutes), given to a

small group of students (six to twelve) where each individual

worked alone. Specifically, the students performed the following:

(a) listened to an explanation of hypotheses and obser-ied an

introductory discrepant event (see pp. 64-66), (b) wrote between

one and six hypotheses about an intensive instruction discrepant

event, (c) discussed each hypothesis with the investigator, and

(d) completed the session when the investigator accepted six

hypotheses. Variations in instruction occurred when the participants

of each instruction group (see p. 20) talked with the investigator.

To insure individual participation, all instructions were audiotaped

and transmitted to each student via headphones. Also, the discussion

with the experimenter took place in a discussion area (isolated)

so ideas -.fere not overheard.

15. Information Search Fo1lowin Intensive Ins u ion: An a tivity

where each individual of each experimental group wrote as many

questions as possible in an effort to isolate and define the

relevant variables presented by the discrepant event for

information search questions following intensive instruction.

36
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16. I tensive Instruction Grou = Refers to one of the four groups
of participants which received a form of hypothesis generation
intensive instruction.

17. Intensive Instruction: Term used to refer to hypothesis generation

intensive instruction. Specifically, students had to write
and discuss six hypotheses with the investigator and, depending
on the intensive instruction group, the hypotheses had to
meet predetermined standards.

18. _ntensive Insuction Discre Ant Event: This discrepant event,
"The Knife," provided the problem to the various intensive
instruction groups during intensive instruction sessions.
Instructions to the groups were audiotaped and are included on
pages 64-66.

19. Intensive Instruction Gr3u. A Differentiated Reinforcement and

Ateria): Intensive instruction group where each subject wrote
six acceptable hypotheses which attempted to explain the intensive
instruction discrepant event. At any time a participant could
request to come to the discussion area and present one or more
hypotheses to the investigator. During the discussion, each
acceptable hypothesis (which met a predetermined standard) was
accepted and the subject was: (a) positively reinforced (e.g. good)
and (b) told the criteria for acceptable hypothesis generation.

20. Intensive Instruction Group B Undifferentiated Reinfo_rcement and

Criteria): Intensive instruction group where each subject wrote
six acceptable hypotheses which attempted to explain the intensive
instruction discrepant event. At any time a participant could
request to come to the discussion area and present one or more
hypotheses to the investigator. During the discussion, each
acceptable hypothesis (which met a predetermined standard) was
accepted and the subject was told the criteria for acceptable
hypothesis generation.

21. Intensive Instruction Gr )_:

Intensive instruction group where each subject wrote six acceptable
hypotheses which attempted to explain the intensive instruction
discrepant event. At any time a participant could request to come
to the discussion area and present one or more hypotheses to the

investigator. During the discussion, each acceptable hypothesis
(which met a predetermined standard) was accepted and the subject
was positively reinforced (e.g. good).

22. Intensive (Jjndifferenitiated

Intensive instruction group where each subject wrote six
hypotheses which attempted to explain the intensive instruction
discrepant event. At any time a participant could request to
come to the discussion area and present one or more hypotheses

to the investigator. During the discussion all hypotheses were
accepted and the subject was: (a) not positively reinforced and
(b) not told the criteria for acceptable hypothesis generation.

21
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23. Tntroductory Dkass.!Raal: This discrepant event, "The
Restaurant," served as the means to illustrate the concept
of hypotheses as explanations that attempt to solve a problem

of causality. Students from all the experimental groups were

exposed to the film and instructional audio Ape. The script

for the audiotape is included on pages 64-66.

24. Quality_pf Hypothesis_AneXacion: The average value of
the numerical quality of hypotheses for each individual in
each group. To obtain the value, each hypothesis of an
individual was placed into the appropriate category of the
previously validated Quinn Hypothesis Quality Scale (see p. 72).
The values were then averaged for each individual and, then,
for each experimental group.

25. LQ.222...tyoilty_p_ati-TAIs-§f_n: The number of non-repeated
hypotheses generated by subjects as determined by count.

26. Undifferentiated ReInforcement: A form of reinfoicement which
only accepts a hypothesis contributed by a participant during
intensive instruction without any form of verbal encouragement.
(For example, part were told "I can accept this hypothesis.").

Minor Definitions

1. The ability to isolate the variables
that account for a problem of causality and, then, to generate
an explanation for the problem which accounts for the variables.

Experimental_Group.:. Refers to one of the four hypothesis generation-
intensive instruction groups or the control group.

Grou- Discussion Information Sear-11: Term used synonymously

with group discussio see p. 19

4. Individualized Instruction: Type of hypothesis generation
intensive instruction where each student interacts individually
with the investigator in a setting removed from peer interactions.

5. Inquiry Aporeecb _c_e_qcl-ence _Tnstrution: Instructional approach

which utlized inquiry curricula and problem solving activities.

Inquiry Curricula: Type of science curricula which emphasize
activities that allow students to learn the principles of a
specific discipline while developing and utilizing basic
inquiry skills. Generally, these curricula are associated with
activity oriented classrooms rather than lecture oriented classrooms.

_Instruction Group: Refers to one of the four groups of participants
which received a form of hypothesis gene ation intersive instruction;
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Problem_SollITAFLL) The ability to solve a problem with
basic inquiry skills.

Treatment: Term which refers to one of the four hypothesis
generation intensive i struct on procedur (see pp. 19-20).

Assumptions

1. It was assumed that all the subjects could generate hypotheses and
ask questions about the variables inherent within a problem of
causality. The assumption appears reasonable since the average
age of the participants during the study was 14 years and 8 months.

2. Since all subjects were selected from the same school, it was
assumed that prior sensitivity to hypothesis generation and
information search questioning was either nonexistent or if
present, evenly distributed among the subjects.

It was also assumed that each discrepant event presented an
original problem of causality to all the subjects. While this
may not have been the case, the random distribution of students
in the treatment groups minimized this threat.

Limi:..ations of the Study

Although the study involve most of the ninth grade students in
a single junior high school, participation was voluntary and
dependent upon parental approvA. As a result, a portion of the
students did not participate. To compensate, however, there was
random placement of all the participants into experimental groups.

2 The study was only conducted in a suburban school that was part
of a large school system.

3. There may have been some interaction of personality factors between
the investigator and some participants that either encouraged or
discouraged performance.

4. Students were not screened for visual or hearing problems.

5. Only one visual medium (film) was used to expose subjects to the
discrepant even

6. Students were only permitted to write hypotheses and questions for
six of the dependent variables.
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Summary

The development of thinking and speaking skills is an essential

objective for future science curricula. While previous wasearch has

indicated how the development of thinking skills can be improved, little

effort has been devoted to comparing the effect of various hypothesis

generation intensive instruction methods on the ability to isolate Lnd

relate variables in aLtempts to explain problems of causality. FUrther,

previous studies in hypothesis formation have not assessed the impact

of prior intensive instruction on group discusSion questioning behavior

or hypothesis generation behavior following the group dis ussion. The

purpose of this study was to first compare variula procedures for hypothesis

generation intensive instruction and, then, to sess the impact of each

insuctional form on the information search behavior during a group

discussion and the hypothesis generating behavior after the discussion

about a discrepant event.

Chapter II provides support for this study based on previous

findings of stud es which attempted to improve hypothesis formation

abilities. The review of literature is, then, followed by Chapters

III, IV, and V which discuss in detail the (a) procedures, (b) f" dings,

and conclusions, implications and recommendations.



CRAPTER II

A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

But such is the irresistible nature of truth,
that all it asks, and all it wants, is the liberty of appearing.

Thomas Paine, 1737-1809

The scientific method, as an "active" state of mental inquiry,

begins with casual observations and continues with qeustions, hypotheses,

and experiments which lead to the establishment of theories, principles,

and laws about causality. Perhaps, the most crucial step in the entire

process is the fokmation of hypotheseJ since they provide the testable

base from which to verify ideas. Because an understanding of the

scientific method--as reflected by the scientific advanCes that affect

society--is an essential part of education, contemporary science

curricula have been developed that emphasize both the concepts and

processes of science. Thus, students discover the principles of biology,

earth science, chemistry, and physics by utilizing specific process-

skills embedded in the scientific method. This study attempted to

determine additional effective teaching strategies that will promote

the acquisition and development of sae-nee process. skills. Specifically,-

the effects of various fo -ms of hypothe is generation intensive i-_truction

on hypothesis generating and information search questioning behaviors of

ninth grade students were investigated.



The review of the literature reports and analyzes the important

hypothesis generation investigations over the last twenty years. The

major sources consulted for this presentation include:

Current Index
CCM
Information Sciences, Inc.
New York, New York

ournals

Dissertation Abstracts
University Microfilms, Inc.
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Education Index
The H. W. Wilson Company
New York, New Yo k

ERIC Research in Education
U. S. Office of Education
Washington, D. C.

n Education

fned. Educational Research
Robert E. Ebel, Editor
American Educational Research Association
New York, New York

Handbook of Research_on Teaching
N. L. Gage, Editor
American Educational Research Association
Rand McNally and Company
Chicago, Illinois 1963

Research in S Aence Teaching

The Eecond_Handbook of Research on Teachin
Robert Travers, Editor
Rand McNally and Company
Chicago, Illinois 1973.

Ins4.°,1
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The purpose of this review of the literature is to:

establish support, direction and a theoretical base for
a study on methods to improve hypothesis generation, and

verify this study as original and not a duplication of
previous investigations.

Hypothesis Generation

Student Development and
Hypothesis Generation

26

The for ation of hypotheses which are reasonable, verifiable by

testing, and precise is a primary goa1 in the development of the problem

solving skills associated with scientific inquiry. As a result, previous

:dies in hypothesis formation have been devoted to developing strategies

which would help student- determine more efficiently the relationships

between variables. While these major hypothesis generation investigations

(Suchman, 1962b; Quinn, 1971; Wright, 1974) have differed in purpose,

each has presented the participants discrepant events which have been

especially developed and, subsequently, proved effective. Such caution

has been necessary because a clear understanding of the problem is

essential for the fo :ation of hypotheses which will be of educative

valUe (Renner and Stafford, 1972, p. 30). Although obvious, it should

be emphasized that students can only participate in the process of

isolating variables if a problem is perceived. Logically, there are

two conditions which must be met for a problem to be appropriate for

hypothesis formation studies:

1. the problem must present an original discrepancy in the
mind of the student, and

the student must possess the appropriate level of mental
development in order to relate the variables so to form
hypotheses.
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While both of the previous concerns are crucial for optimal results, the

latter is especially important since it applies to cognitive development.

Since the purpose of all hypothesis formation investigations is to

ultimately enhance cognitive development, it is crucial that:

) the selected discrepant event will challenge students in such a

way that they will build their sicills and (b) the experimental measures

account for student improvement regardless of the degree of cognitive

development possessed initially. A discussion of mental development

in relation to hypothesis formation is, therefore, --orthwhile.

The work of Jean Piaget strongly supports the role of cognitive

development and the resulting ability to unders and a problem and generate

hypotheses. Basically, P!aget's explanation for problem recognition

involves the concept of adaptation which is further composed of the

processes of assimilation and accommodation. As an individual is exposed

to various stimuli, assimilation (or the taking in) of the information

occurs. As the information is assimilated, it is digested and integrated

into the individual's existing cognitive framework. If, hOwever, no

similar information has been previously integrated, the individual must

accommodate, or adjust, existing behavior and cognitive structures.

a result, accommodation to new situations means intellectual development-

Through activities associated with hypothesis formation,the student is

presented a problem whidh is not part of the already existing, cognitive

structure so subsequent accommodation by hypcthesis generation increase-

mental develop ent. For an individual to fir - visualize problem,

necessary to be at a stage of mental development where the problem can

_be detected.
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There are four stages of development which Piaget feels relate

to cognitive growth: sensory-motor (birth to about 2 years), preoperational

(2 years to 6 years), con- e e operationa (6 years to 12 years) and

formal operational (12 years to 15 years). As an individual develops

those patterns of mental structure and behavior which are characteristic

of a specific stage, succession to the next higher stage occurs. As

a result, the individual develops into a more complex person by integrating

the processes of the previous stages. The major point is that individuals

must be presented -ith a problem that is consistent with the developmental

stage for a clear understanding to occur.

An elaboration of hypothesis formation is the ability to think

in a hypothetico-deductive mode. The importance of this skill is that

it manifests itself during the period of formal operations and involves

the ability to use inferential thinking that leads a hypothesis through

all possible logical conclus ons (Pulaski, 1971, p. 70). Simply, this

suggests an ability to hypothesize abstractly.

Thus far the imp_ tance for students who have achieved the level

f formal operations hi:- been emphasized for optimal hypothesis formation

behavior. Certainly, this assertion is relevant since students can only

grasp a principle when their cognitive development can deal with the

components regardless of the type of instruction used to explain it Mallon,

1976, p 32). However, it does not follow that all secondary students

operate at the level of formal operations. Sayre and Ball (1975) found,

in a comparison of 214 junior high and 205 senior high students, that the

number of students who have reached the level of formal operations increases

with age and is more closely associated with scholastic grade. This implies
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that there are more formal operational thinkers in senior rather than

junIor high and that forma] operational thinkers achieve higher

scholastic grades. A sizable number of average students are, therefore,

not formal operational thinkers. Further, Lawson and Renner (1975, p. 355)

found that 85 per cent of a group of 134 high school students had not

yet reached the highest level of formal operations. Both these studies

provide evidence that many students exposed to inquiry ideas may not be

able to benefit. These findings indicate a disparity between the cognitive

ability of the secondary students and the purposA of hypothesis fo ation

studies Fortunately, however, the difference is more apparent than real

since previous hypothesis generation instruction studies have been

successful due to the emphasis placed on an explanation about a problem

in a filmed se ting where several variables were easily recognizable

(Suchman, 1961; Quinn, 1971; Wright, 1974). Consequently, students were

ercouraged to observe and relate the obvious variables and not necessarily

manipulate variables in their efforts to generate hypotheses. In this

respect, hypothesis generation studies have sought to determine the

optimal methods by which students could improve already existing

cognitive skills.

In an effort to qualify the hypotheses formed by students, Quinn

(1971) developed a Hypothesis Quality Scale (see p. 72) that rated

hypotheses along the continuum from no explanation (the lowest level) to

an explicit statement of a test for a hypothesis. Thus, the highest level

of the scale is analogous to the highest levels of formal operations.

Further, Quinn (1971) and Wright (1974) found that students hypotheses, after

instruction in hypothesis formation, improved in quality. Hypothesis

generation studies, therefore, serve the dual function of promoting science
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process instruction and enhancing higher levels of cognitive development.

This is certainly impor ant since Piaget found social transmission an

important factor to promote acquisition of higher levels of mental

operations (Pulaski, 1971, pp. 11, 33).

In summary, the significance of the preceeding discussion has been

to examine and support the idea that worthwhile hypothesis generation

investigations must:

a. involve students who have the capacity to eventually

function on a hypothetico-deductive level, and

b. present problems to the students that will be

visualized as real and solvable.

Fortunately, previous studies have included both of the above conditions.

In fact, specific studies utilizing sixth grade participants (Suchman,

1961; Quinn, 1971) and ninth grade participants (Wright, 1974) have

indicated that students of these ages can be effectively inst ucted to

improve their ability to identify and relate variables to generate

better hypotheses about specific discrepant events of physics causality.

These studies are treated in greater depth later in this review.

Single or Multiple Hypothesis Generation

Although a student may possess a clear understanding of the problem

and the ability to think hypothetico-deductively, methods of instruction

which emphasize the formation of only a single hypothesis may not be

of optimal educative value since students become more attached to a

single hypothesis and, than, lose persp c ive about the problem and

possible solutions (Woodburn, 1969, p. 333). The alternative is to

utilize activities that emphasize the formation of multiple hypotheses.
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The concept of multiple hypotheses is certainly congruous With

scientific inquiry since it allows for greater flexibility !a isolating

all aspects of a problem. Justifiably so, many of the previous hypothesis

generation studies have included the number of hypotheses contrib ted

as a measure of effectiveness.

cific Approaches Which Encourage
Hypothesis Generation

Method of Problem Presentation

A student must be confronted with a recognizable problem before

the process of generating hypotheses can occur. Therefore, the tmportant

concern for researchers is the most effective method to present a problem

or discrepant event to students during an instructional session.

Naturally, an obvious approach is a live demonstration of the discrepant

event and, then, continuati n of the instruction session. Live

demonstrations, however, present several difficulties:

a. can all students easily view the demonstration,

b. will various distractions from the classroom (or Instructional
area) detract from the effectiveness,

c. does the demonstrator maintain identical conditIons over
repeated demonstrations, and

are any excellent discrepant events not conducive to a
live demonstration?

Suchman (1962b, p. 52) as he began his preliminary work in developing

inquiry training techniques encounte ed such problems. Since he favored'

the recording of each discrepant event episode on film, the p im _ry

question was the presence or absence of differences in motivation between

4 8
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the students who observed the discrepant event on film and those who

observed the identical event in a live setttng. After several investigations

the results indicated that the motivation was identical for both groups.

Buchman (1962b, p. 53) didfind however, that color film was more

effective than black and white film. This was attributed to the live

and vivid qualities of color film.

In a somewhat related study, DeTure and Koran (1975) found that

videotape recordings, where a few selected members of the class Illustrated

laboratory techniques, resulted in increased involvement of their classmates

with process skills so students exhibited more positive and less negative

behaviors during subsequent laboratory exercIses. The above studies

indicate that demonstrations which are recorded on film or videotape

are just as effective methods to illustrate a problem and motivate

students as are live demonstrations. Further, it did not appear to

matter whether strangers (as in Suchman's films) or classmates were the

demonstrators. These findings are basic in a discussion of hypothesis

generation studies since many have utilized single topic films to

present discrepant events to the participants.

Two studies attempted to determine the effect of single topic

films on the ability of students to develop an improved capacity to

write hypotheses. Gibbs (1967) found that high school biology students,

who received five lessons in hypothesis construction via films, increased

their ability at writing hypotheses. The measure of improvement for the

;-

dependent variable was relevance. In a similar study, Barker (1969)

developed and evaluated four single topic filmS as the means to promo e

the construction of hypotheses that explain chemical phenothena. Basically
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a problem was introduced to the students by the f lm, after which

they were requested to write only one hypothesis. Then more of the

film was shown that illustrated some experimental evidence about the

original problem. Students were then permitted to revise their original

hypothesis or construct a new one. The findings indicated that after

the fourth film there was an improvement in the ability to construct

revised hypotheses as measured by three forms of relevance.

These studies illustrated that single topic films can improve

the ability of high school students to write hypotheses about a presented

problem. The criteria of hypothesis quality was a general te -relevance.

But this is importa t since these studies indicated a means to qualify

hypotheses generated by stude ts. Further, the instruction for both

studies was viewing a film, receiving inform tion and practice at writing

one hypothesis to explain each event. Neither offered a specific method

of intensive instruct on. Other studies have incorporated the use of

film to present the problem and a specific form of intensive instruction.

Specific Instruction Studies in
Hypothesis Generation Directly
Applicable to the Classroom

Although, over the past twenty years, a nUmber of investigations

have been conducted in the area of hypothesis generation, much of the

work has dealt -pecifically with the process of hypothesis formation and

not with techniques which can enhance the process as additions to existing

classroom instruction. There ore, the following discussion will begin

with the three specific studi s which have involved instruction methods

incorporating problems or discrepant events which are feasible in a

science classroom setting. Then, pertInent works which have inve tigated
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general aspects of the hypothe_ formation process will be capsulized

under the category of related studies.

Inquiry Development Program

Suchman (1961, 1962b) in the late fifties to mid-sixties designed,

developed, and distributed a comprehensive Inquiry Development Program

(IDP) intended for use in actual classroom settings. The objectives

were to help students build those inquiry skills necessary to investigate

causal relationships. As a result the activities emphasized: (a) gathering

and organizing data, (b) isolating variables, (c) hypothesizing relationships

between variables, and (d) testing hypotheses through verbalized experiments.

Suchman felt the Inquiry Development Program needed no system of

rewards or re nforcement since the need to inquire into the cause of a

puzzling situation was selfrewarding as information became a ailable.

To insure this condition, problems were prepared which were readily

apparent sjnce a limited number of variables were involved. Also, in

this way, students could focus their concentration on their thinking
4

process as well as the problem. The problems were limited to those of

physics causality which could be recorded on color film. (For classroom

use the eight millimeter filmloop format was prepared.) In total, thirty-

three films of approximately two minutes in length were developed. In

order to maintain consistency among the films each problem Was demonstrated

using recognizable science equipment.

The procedures for each inquiry instruction session lasted for one

to two hours per week for a period of menty-four weeks. After the sixth

grade subjects vie ed the film, they were requested to ask the teacher
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questions about causality that were specific enough for a yes or no

response. In this way, open-ended questions were avoided so that the

students focused on the variables in such a way to ask pertinent

questions. As a result, the studen - not the teacher--controlled the

amount and quality of information gathered during the session. To

maintain order during the session, Suchman limited the number of active

participants to groups of ten. Since the rest of the class was present,

the non-participants observed the film and questions so they could improve

their abilities. Further, once a student had "the fl)or" a series of

questions could be asked. Each session was audiotaped and, after the

session, the tape was replayed so the teacher could analyze the usefulness

of each question. This critique was intended as feedback to students

so they could imp ove their skills.

To assess the effectiveness of the program, a year long study was

conducted in twelve schools across ths nation. The inqUiryleaders from

each school had pa ipated in a summer training session directed by

Suchman. The procedure in each school involved one treatment (inquiry)

intact class and one control intact class which watched the same films as

the inquiry class but received an expository lesson about the concepts.

At the end of the study, the findings indicated:

a. equal, if not better, conceptual growth for the inquiry classes, and

b. better process of inquiry acquisition by the inquiry classes as
measured by a greater fluency (Suchman, 1962b, pp. 117-23).

The importance of the Inquiry Development Program was that it

ou -lined a feasible method to inten ively instruct students in data

gathering. There is an assumptIon, in Suchman's work, that each question
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is a hypothesis in an interroga-ory form. Further, the Inquiry Development

Program indicated small group discussions about the problem were essential

for good participation and, also, that the critique feedback was a

useful portion of the instruction.

Inquiry Instruction and Hypothesis
Generation in the Classroom

Although Suchman indicated that inquiry skIlls were increased by

small group instruct on, no attempt was made to actually determine the

etfect of the instruction on hypothesis generation. Quinn (1971) undertook

such a study with sixth grade students from one urban and one suburban

school each of which contained homogeneous groupings of students from

low and middle socio-economic homes respectively. Quinn developed a

validated and reliable scale to measure the quality of hypotheses

produced by students.

The procedures for Quinn's study involved a treatment and a control

grou (both intact classes) in each school. Treatment involved twela film

sessions and six discussion sessions. The film sessions were additions

to the Suchman Inquiry Development Program since the discussion sessions

were detailed analysis of students' observations in terms of possible

inferences, relationship of variables, and quality of hypotheses. It

should be noted that the observations were written on the blackboaru so

they were visible to the students. The results of the study indicated:

a. subjects who received instruction in hypothesis generation
provided a greater quality of hypotheses than subjects not
so instructed,

instructed subjects from middle socio-economic homes did not
generate a greater quality of hypotheses than subjects from
low socio-economic homes,
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c. students with high Otis Test of Mental Abil ty Scores

generated a greater quality of hypotheses than subjects

with low Otis Scores,

d. students with high grade point averages generated a greater

quality of hypotheses than those with low gtade point averages,

subjects with high reading levels generated a greater quality

of hypotheses than students with low reading levels,

girls generated a greater quality of hypotheses than boys, and

individual subjects with hypothesis generation training (regardless

of socio-economic status) generated a greater quality of

hypotheses than individual subjects without hypothesis training.

The importance of Qu nn s researc to the present study is that

it illustrated intact classroom instruct on can improve the ability of

students to generate a higher quality of hypotheses as determined by

the analysis of written hypotheses utilizing a validated scale.

Intensive Instruction and Hypotheses

Generation in a:1 Individualized Setting

Since Quinn's method of classroom in truction wa proved successful,

a worthwhile next step w s a comparison of different instruction methods

in an individualized setting. Wright (1974) conducted such a study

utilizing ninth grade subjects who wece randomly placed into one of

three treatment groups--control, hypothesis generation intensive

instruction, or cue attendance (number of details observed) intensive

instruction. The hypothesis generation intensive instruction consisted

of watching an Inquiry Development Program Film and, then, generating

five acceptable hypothes

viewing a film and, then,

would offer an acCeptable

good." After treatments,

instruction group and the

the cue attendance instruction consisted of

generating seventy-five details,. AA the student

response, it was reinforced with "ok, good, v

comparisons were made betweeneach

control as well as between treatment



The dependeat variables quantity and quality of hypotheses

generated, the quantity of cue atte danee, and the onantity and diversity

of i_nforraation s- arch. En addition, ap titude treatment interactions were

determined using scores frorn Verbal. eaoriag and Hidden. Figures tests

as variables. The major fi dings dndicated:

a. each irtensivo in.st-ructin group performed bttc r on
each dependent variable,

I-tO treatment groups performed equally on all depende
va_riables bu t cue attendance vdthere the intensi-ve instruction
cue attendance gr up did better,

c. no differences existed h ee-A L e three bigh a d three
low ability groups, and

Ei

differ

o sgnifcant aptitude treatven4 interactions exis Led between
ntensive instruction in cue Attendance or hypothesis generation
or Verbal Reasoning or Figures levels.

_n norLths later a follo-up dy was conducted to determine

for the dependent variables would occur (Wright, 1975).

Por cue attendance quantity as veli as givantity and quality of hypothesis

gene ation, the treat ant groups were sJg -if icantly better than the

cont ol gro ps . Further, there were no significant diffe

the treatmneat groups. As for Inforiation search, the cue attendance

group was s gnificantly bet ter in perfonnance than the hypothesis generation

s b tween

and control groups. The major implication is that hypothesIs generation

behavior is improved by either cue attendance or hypothesis gener ting

instruction.

Ln both studies, Wright indicated that iritensve instruction,

which invol ed predetermined minimum stAndards for hypothesis g neration

was effec tive in an individualized settang to promote immediate and long-

term inquiry skills. 'The importance of W let work vas that it verified:
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a. more than one form of hypothesis generation Lnstruction
is applicable in a secondary school setting,

predetermined minimum standards can be set for instruction
and acceptable responses can be reinforced,

o. Inquiry Development Program Films present adequate discrepant
events to nir-C,:h graders for hypothesis generation, and

d. intensive instruction yields persistent retention of basic
inquiry skills.

In sumha y, three preceeding investigatIons are important to

the present study since the findings of each provide support. Suchman

(1962b) provided evidence that discrepant events can be filmed and,

then, utilized as part of a training program for the process skill

isolating variables by quasti ning. Quinn (1971) continued inquiry

training by first develop ng a scale to measure the quality of hypothesis

generation and, then, by exposing students to classroom instruction in

hypothesis generation. The results indicated that students can be instructed

to improve hypothesis generating ability. Wright (1974), further, found

that hypothesis generating behaviors can be improved by individualized

reinforced instruction in either hypothesis generation or observing details.

While the work of Quinn and Wright have been valuable extensions

Suchman's original research, together they raise three questions which

are vo _hy of furth_r esearch:

What is the difference between individualized instruction
in hypothesis foraation when only the criteria are given to the
student and individualized instruction in hypothesis formation
when only reinforcement or both criteria and reinforcement
are given?

2. What effec- will individualized intensive instruction have on
a group discussion about a specifia discrepant event? And,
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3. what effect will the group discussion have on the members of

the instructed groups to subsequently generate hypotheses?

The present study attempted to provide answers to these questions in

an effort to f rther the information available about hypothesis generation

instruction techniques. Thus, this study further narrowed the gap

between research findings and classroom application.

Related Studies

General Ideas

As previously mentioned, a number of investigations have been

conducted which deal specifically ith the process of hypothesis

formati n. In addition, investigators have studied genera/ aspects of

hypothesis generation. The discussLon of related studies will, therefore,

begin with general aspects and continue w th specific findings about the

process of hyp thesis formation.

In 1930, Tyler (1930) studied the inference processes of college

students in an elementary zoology class. The subjects were presented

with zoological facts from which inferences could be drawn. Since care

w s taken to make the facts as "original" as possible, the inferences

were a result of thinking and not memory. First, the subjects were

presented with a series of items for which they were required to write

an inference. Later, in the same day, the subjects were given the same

items with multiple choice responses and required to select the best

Lnference. Alth ugh the findings indicated little cor elation (.38) between

the ability to formulate an inference and the ability to select the best

inference from a group, Tyler was able to obtain a method for determining

the quality of generated inf_ cea. Using a system Of rating each
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inference by a panel of judges, he found a correlation between judges

f .96. The si nificauce was that given a group of wrItten inferences

about a discrepant topic a panel of j dges could objectively rate the

hypotheses of individuals in gene al (good, bad or moderate) or specific

(point system) ways.

Along similar lines, Atkin (1958) investigated: (a) the nature of

elementary students' development and their ability to formula e hypotheses

and (b) the relationship between type of classroom and the development

of problem solving abilities. The results indicated that older children

tended to rely on a greater use of authority figures as the basis for

their hypotheses and this effect was most pronounced in less permissive

classrooms. Naturally, there were more original responses in more

perwissive classrooms. Another important point was that the investigation

substan ia ed the appropriateness of using a predetermined standard to

determine the quality of generated hypotheses.

A m- e recent correlational study of hypothesis generation and

student traits was conducted by Brown D. (1973). The subjects were 108

female undergraduates enrolled in an independent study introductory

biology class. Further, each par-icipant had no previous college science

instruction. The findings indicated;

as independent study was increased so was precision in

hypothesis formation, however after the fourth session

there was a decrease which was explained by a fatigue factor,

b. as independent study was increased a g: ater number of

deductive hypotheses occurred, and

c. while there was a significant inverse co-relation between

anxiety and object visualization, there was no correlation

between anxiety and the type of hypothesis formed (precipe

and deductive).

8
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Brown indicated that hypothesis generation was posi ively correlated

to independent study but after a certain point a fatigue factor affected

hypothesis generation. Further, deductive hypotheses were stated more

precisely. Similarly, Atkin showed that elementary students offered

different types of hypotheses but these were determined by age and

degree of permissiveness in the classroom. There appears to be an

environmental factor suggested by both Brown and Atkin. Tyler's work,

while it did generally describe student traits and inference drawing

ability, emphasized the need for a problem to be original so the

subsequent hypotheses could be qualitatively evaluated.

In addition mention of a finding from a recent Investigation by

Sprafka (1973) may be worthwhil . Utilizing medical students, the study

deteLmined if individuals who were constrained to verbalize during an

individualized hypothesis generating session would generate a greater

number of hypotheses. The findings indicated this vas only the case on

one of three problems. Thinking out-loud was, therefore, not an effective

technique in utilizing inquiry skills.

Instruction in Hypoth sis Generation

Many studies, conducted at the college level fer many points

which are worthwhile to consider. One such study was reported ny Klein,

Frederiksen, and Evans (Klein, et. al 1969) who utilized 127 paid male

freshman and sophomore "volunteers" from Rutgers. _Basically, the subjects

were randomly placed into experimental and cont ol groups that received

treatments ( nd observations) simultaneously on three consecutive evenings.

The dependent variables were: (a) subject anxiety, (b) the quality (number

na 0



corresponding to a list of cceptable) of hypotheses, and the

quantity (number rep( ted) of hypotheses on the Formulating Hypothesis

Test. The independent variables were illustrations of acceptable

hypotheses from a predetermined list. The findings indicated a greater

quantity of hypotheses from the treatment group but no significant

dlfrfercnce betueon the control and treatment groups for quality of

hypothesis generation due CO the amount of anxiety.

Several years later the preceeding study was modified and repeated

(Frederiksen and Evans, 1974). The dependent variables were clearly

delineated as:

a. quantity of hypothesis generationthose responses not previously

mentioned,

b. quality of hypothesis generati,in--those responses that corres, nded

to ideas previously agreed upon by a panel of judges,

quality of hypothesis generation--the average number of points

for the quality of hypotheses as rated by two judges,

d. quality of hypothesis generation--based on length, handwritin

or grammatical correctness, and

quality of hypothesis generation--based cm the average number

of words per response.

The subjects included 395 paid male and female "volunteers" from two

Pennsylvania colleges who were placed into three groups-- control, quality

t- atment, and quantity treatment. Similar to the previous study, the

independent variables were proper illustrations for either quality

quantity hypothesis formation. The findings were that each treatment

group generated a greater quality or quantity of hypotheses -ith fewer

words per response. Also, females generated more r-_ponses than males.

These two studies indicated that college students can be instructed to

6 0
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generate a greater quality and quantity of hypotheses as determined by

a systematic method of rating. It should be noted that these studies

were designed to compare the effect of treatment not to compare different

treatment methods.

A comparison of three diffe ent methods of instruction attribute

block material, pictorial logic, and basic elements) on second and third

g---de students was conducted by McGinty (1972). The findings indicated

that instruction had positive effects on certain logical abilities of

the subjects. Further, it was found that the third graders out-performed

the second graders when the same i_ ictiofl method was compared. The

significant point of this study is the comparison of all three independent

variables on the outcome of each dependent variable.

Similarly, Salomon (1970) employed two training procedures (cue

endance and hypothesis generation) and two levels of training (whether

criteria were met) and two kinds of training design (structure and

unstructured) in a study on response uncertainty in teacher interns.

Although subjects were not specifically instructed in how to determine

quality hypotheses, they were positively reinforced when an acceptable

hypothesis (or detail) was sub ted. To present the problem to the subjects,

a s-gment of a motion picture of approximately four minutes was either presented

as it was or in a randomly spliced arrangement. Subjects we e required to meet

eria of 150 details or seven hypotheses dur ng instruction that utilized

the problem. In addition, a subject could observe the film as often as desired.

order to deternilne the effects of the instruction methods, the

subjects were shown slide sequences and, then, asked to gene ate either
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hypotheses or details. Again the subject could view the problem

(slides) as often as desired. The subsequent findings included:

a. immediately after intensive instruction, the treatment
groups displayed greater hypothesis generating and cue

attending behaviors,

b. after seven days, the treatment groups displayed greater
information search behavior,

ini:ensive lrLstruct ion utlizing unstructured films was more
effective for hypothesis generation and utilizing structured

films was more effective for information search, and

d. intensive instruction participants displayed more

subjective uncertainty.

The impo tance of this study wa the reinforcement used to illustrate

acceptable hypothesis genertm and the comparison of ImmedIate and

delayed ( eek later) improvements.

To what extent hypothesis generatIon occurs was partially determined

by Byers (1965) gho tested twenty-four college educational psychology

students for the relative frequency of hypotheses and the amount of

information remaining after the first hypothesis occurred. The procedures,

which were complex, involved a question board and card sequence arrangcment.

The findings were that students delayed overt expressions of hypotheses

until they had more information about the concept. The s gnificance,

however, is in the discussion where Byers states that positive reinforcement

inc eases hypothesis generation frequency (Byers, 1965 p. 342).

Intensive Instruction Methods
for Concept Attainment

The previous studies in he area of hypothesis formati have been

devoted primarily to determining the e feet of one form of instruction

on the ability to generate hypotheses. Since the present study continued

6 2
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the previous work by comparing more than one method of hypothesis gene

intensive instruction, it is worthwhile to discuss a few pertinent studies

in concept attainment which have similarly compared various methods of

instruction about specific concepts.

Kersh (1962) sought to compare the effect of instruction about

two novel rules of addition using three methods of instruction--guided

discovery, directed learning, and rote learning. The effect of each

was determined by a test of recall given three days, two weeks, and

six eeks after instruction. Utilizing three groups of high school

geometry students, it was found that: (a) the rate of forgetting was

constant for all groups and (b) the rote learning group did significantly

better than the other two (although the guided discovery group outperformed

the di- ected learning group). These findings were at variance with

previous wo k (Kersh, 1958) which indicated discovery learning -as

superior to learning with direction. The disparity was attributed to

retroactive inhibition which meant the treatment groups retention was

inhibited by'interpolated learning. The importance lf this work was

that differences occurred due to different methods of instruction and

that giving students too much information may not facilitate tran fer

of previous learned principles.

As a result of studies which measured to what extent a concept

had been established, Gaga,: and Brown (1961) investigated the effects

of variati ns in the programming of conceptual learning mater als on

the effe tiveness of learn4.ng a5 mElsured by performance in a problem

solving situ_tion). The,participants, who were thirty-three boys from

ninth and tenth grades, were placed into three treatment groups--rule
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and example, discovery, and guided discovery. After the instruction,

the guided discovery group was the most ffective--while Cie rule and

example group the least effective--in solving a new problem. This study

established that three different approaches--wh ch presented the students

various amounts of inf tation--did not succeed equally in promoting

concept attainment. Fur,h the results tended to verify that the students

needed to di cover on tleir own but with the aid of some direction.

Sech est and Wallace (1962) compared the assimilation and utilization

of informs ion when subjects, who were instructed with different conditions

üiformation tran mission, attempted to determine a concept. The premise

of this work was that less than perfect performance may be attributed

to failure to use all av,ilable information. Among the four groups of

college psychology (introductory) students, there were no significant

diff rences and, therefore, it was concluded all subjects assimilated

information efficiently. Each gr up differed by the number of clues

they received during instruction. The importance of this study was

not the findings but, rather, the discussion. The investigator found

in addition to the results:

a. the earlier subjects ventured hypotheses the fewer instances
were required for a solution, and

b. some students used the experimenter's invalidations of their

hypotheses as a source of information while others used them

as a source of punishment. The latter group, naturally, was

reluctant to engage in quantity hypothesis generation (Sechrest

and Wallace, 1962, p. 163).

Working from an assumption that subjects can only discover how to

apply a rule, not discover It, Wittrock (1963) Sought to determine the

effectiveness of giving subjects the - le, the answer, neither the rule

or answer, or both. The results indicated that the college psychology

6 4
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juniors who were given the rule and answers or just the rule did better

than the other two groups. The no-rule no-answer group was the least

effective. The point of this study was that activities which emphasized

discover ng the application of a principle were superior means of instruction.

The evidence indicates that various fo--s of a treat_mt in coiicer'.

at ainment studies do not yield equal results. Since previous intensive

instruction studies for hypothes s generation have not generally considered

var- u-- methods of instruction comparisons, this is a logical area to

investigate. The data from the preceeding investigations indicate subjects

with guided di-covery did better in applying concepts. Similarly, this

study attempted to determine if one specific method of hypothesis generation

intensive instruction was superior in promoting student application of

the concept of hypothesis formation. It appears that the studies discussed

in this review definitely support the need for the present investigation.

A further point of interest is the questionwould all students

react identically to varying methods of intensive instruction? A recent

study indicates a negative answer to the preceediLg question. Graybill

(1975) investigated sex differences in problem solving of selected science

problems taken directly from the work of Piaget and Inheider. The

results indicated that males ages nine, elevens thirteen and fifteen

outperformed females and, also, -ere more confident in handling equipment

and less aw_ e of the presence of the experimenter. These results, when

considered with previous studies where female participants formulated

better hypotheses than males (Quinn, 1971; Frederiksen and Evans, 1974),

leave the questions about the role of intensive instruction beyond the

scope of this study. However, it appears that intensive instruction may
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all students the flex ibilitv to rea ' differently but ultimately

ability to ma. ster a specific perfoxance objective. Therefore,

investigations which atte:Ipt to illus -ate feasible activities for

developing concept attainment in the classroc

fornat

are worthwhile.

Sutaarv of Related Studies

The related studies dealt primarily with dnree areis of hypothesis

ins

1 ideas,

ion in hypothesis generation, and

3. intens±v instru.tlon for concept attainment.

The ge eral ideas studies have IndIcated that the qu lity of hypotheses

gen rated by students can "Le assessed. Further, a few of these studies

have tadicated that t:le

f hvpothsi for7.ation Lv elementary students (Atk

introductory biology students (Bro n, D., 1973). The major imp :-tance of

the instruacion in hypothesis generation investisations is

learning environment can affect the type

1958) and college

hat each

illutraCed, in the presence of one form of instruction and, also, a

easurement instrunent, nesis formation abilities can be increased.

Further, Salomon (1970) illustrated that positive reinforcement was a

useful Instructional condition for students when a predetermined standard

was attair d. 8), s (1965) stAlarly found positive reinforcement increased

the quant ty of hypotheses formed by students. Finally, the concept attain ent

stud es have illustrated that guided d'scovery is a superior instructional

method for students to understand and apply a concept than rote learn ng

or t-tal discovery.

6 6
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Relationship Between Hypothesis
Generation and Creativity

Inquiry Training and Creativity

Naturally, any addition to the cu ric lum which emphasized an

infinite view of knowledge was considered to develop creative thinki g

or creativity. In fact, Suchman (1965, 1962a) indicated that the Inquiry

Development Program enhanced creative thinking abi1ites of the parti ipants.

This is logical when the nature of the discrepant events (as the pro etors

of enlarged conceptual system) is considered. Further, inqui

self-motivating and as such maintains a high interest level which results

in more fluent, precise analysis of the possible causes of the problem.

Sirce critical thinking is an autonomous process which is self-directe(2

and aims toward the production of a new form, the Inquiry Devel pm--t

Program developed critical thinking.

There have been two studies on the impact of inquiry curricula

and activities on creativity. Brown, T. (1973), in a comparison of the

inquiry curriculum Science Curriculum Iaprovement Study (grades onc,

to six) and a conventional science curriculum, found the inquiry students

were signific ntly m- e creative. In addItIon, t is important to mention

that the participants had only inquiry or conventional instruction for

six years. Contrasting results were obtained by Bills (1971) in an

assessment of a weekly inquiry lesson on the creativity productions of

students. It WAS found that 306 eighth grade students (taught by six

teachers) did not make significant gains due to the inquiry instruction.

The investigator, __ admitt-d creativity was a difficult term to

accurately assess (Bills, 1971, p. 420),
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Creativity--In General

Guilford (1967, pp. 108-09_ listed three basic traits of creativity:

a. fluency as measured by quantity,

lexibility as measured by a -hange, and

c. originality as measured by the presence of the unusual

or somewhat removed.

Further, Guilford included mentIon of practicalIty in the sense of

feasibility. Guilfords distinctions are important since the Hypothesis

Quality Scale of Quinn (see page 72), although not intended as a measure

of cr

a student

y, cer ainly accounts for creative responses. For example,

-erf rms well will have isolated variables and manipulated

them into various hypotnetical situa ions--flexibility and originality.

In addition, a creative person must have a high sensitivity to

the problems so to sense imperfections (Guilford, 1967, p. 118). In

this way, complacency with a single hypothesis is not creativity! The

Inquiry Development Program definitely is based on -1 philosophy that

encourages the creative student.

Creativity and Classroom Activities

Brainstorm g has the advantages of quantity but is it at the loss

of cFality? This is an mpossible question to answer! However, the id

gained from a group discussion setting are of a higher quality whc ::. th

fear of be±ng wrong Is not reinforced (Guilf rd, 1967, p. 114). Other

conditions hich further s imulate group creativity are: preparr

attitude, open-mindedness, receptivity, enthusiasm, concentration, and

expression (Rapp, 1967). The group inquiry session of Suchman concain d

each of these criteria. Fo this reason, inquiry probably encourages
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creati As p-reviously

mentioned, however, c -eativity is dLffictx1t to assess,

Although Bills <1971) and Brown <19 73) attempted to assess the

pact of s cience inquiry skills on crest ivity, they really only measu ed

a srmaLl asp em of a broad topic. S nee creativity is a selfinitiating
trait, ttie chamcs of d&ieloping cr ative behavior is maxi-ma1 when

classrooru activities a e interesting and challenging. Act.tai practices,
natira11y, &vend on the teacher. To aid teachers in their effort
p lye tivit

_ienc e teach

the cJ.assrooe, articles have appeared

uruals over the last fifteen years

, 1963; Coleman, 1966; Dt- jche and Kea y, 1969; Ankney and

Sayre 1975). As Ole teaching Of htypothesj eneraticri skills becomes

a popula addition for science cur lcula, more einphasis will probably

be placed on the role of creativity as reflected by hyp -thesis genera-ing

behaviors.

Salioriarv of Important F' gs

The major findings of previous studies that have been involved

with lntensjve instruction and assessment or hyp thesis generating skills

include:

a. hy o hesis generating beha ior in students cau be intproved
by intensive instruc

in forma tion search behavior
in terinive instruction,

u_ent- can he improved by

intensive instruction for -.ypcthesis generatiort can be
effectively conducted in an individua1i2ed, small group
or classroom setting,

d. as long as a problem meets the criteria as a discrepant event,
it can be filmed and, then, effectively motivate students,
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e. quality of hypotheses can be determined,

hypothesis generation skills are transferable i nrnedLately

and over a period of time,

various methods of intensive instruction result in different

levels of concept attainment,

creativityalthough related to hypothesis genera oncannot
be quantitatively measured,

regardless of intensive instruction the ability to generate

hypotheses varies according to sex, and

j. intensive Knstruction is ef ective in elementary and secondary

schools as well as colleges to promote the formation of hypOtheses.

None of the pr-vious studies have compared the effect of giving

students either criterla or a form of reinforcement as an intensive

instruction condition. Further, none of the -tudies have compared the

effe-t of previous hypothesis formation instruction on group questioning

beh vior or the effect of g oup discussion on subsequent hypothesis

generation. This study (a) compared four different hypothesis generation

intensive Instruction methods and (b) determined the effect of each -ethod

on i f-rmation sear_h behavior during a group discussion and subsequent

written hypothesis generation behavior. Chapter III outlines the procedures

utilized and the design of the study.

7 0



CRAPTER III

PROCEDURES

Design of the Study

A 2 x 2 factorial design was employed. Th_ e were four independent

variablescriteria (given and not given) and a form of reinforcement

(differen iated and undifferentiated). In addition, there was a contxd

group which received no treatment. Table 1 (b'low) illustrates the

combintious of the independent variaiLes for each treatment .

TABLE inations of the independent variables

and the control

Differentiated Undifferentia ed

Reinrorcement Reinforcement

Given: Given:

Criteria
Given:

Criteria
Not Given:

Group A

Group C

Group

Group D

Control:
Group E

The study was conducted d--ing February and March, 1976 at Frederick

Sasscer Junior High School locat d iv Prince George's County, Maryland.

The participants were the ninth grade students who attended science class

7 1
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for one period (fifty minutes) each day. In addItii, all twelve science

classes of the two ninth grade science teachers were involved. la each

intact class, the part cipants were randomly placed into one of the four

instruction groups or the control group. The only exception to the

randomization was sex composition of each group which was stratified

in the same proportion that existed in the intact class since previous

researchers (Graybill, 1975; Quinn, 1971) had found differences in process

skill behavior due to the sex of the participant.

To miniraize the possible interaction affect between the students

of the various groups, during each class period, students iIo the classes

of both teachers were simultaneously exposed to intensivl: in-truction.

This procedure was 16ible by employing an instruction seqence as described

by a Greco-Latin square (Dayton, 1970, pp. 149-50), Table 2 (below)

illustrates how ale instruction sequence was based on (a) the group,

(b) the day of the study, and ( ) the class pariod.

TABLE 2.--Group intensive instruction sequence utilizing individuals

from both classes by the period amd day of the-study

-Period

Day
1

Day Day Day Day Day

3 -4 5 6

2*
3**

group: E A B, D. Make up
1 -_1 elgroups:A-A- B C

2
E=1 day for

1=2 1-2 et4 B-B C D A E C- students

5 C C D B E B A D B A whp

6 D D E A A C B E C B were

7 E E A B B D C A D C absent

*only the classes of oue teacher participated
**the classes of both ters (numbers refer to each)

participated

7 2



Group A:
Group B:
Group C:
Group D:
Group E:

Differentiated Reinforcement and Criteria
Undifferentiated Reinforcement and Criteria
Differentiated Reinforcement only
Undifferentiated Reinforcement only
Control

56

Upon completion of the instruction sessions, during each period,

students of all the groups were shown an Inquiry Development Program

Film ("The Sailboat and the Fan") and asked to wr±te as many hypotheses

as they could to explain the discrepant event. Then, the students were

shown another Inquiry Development Program Film ("The ice Cubes") and

requested to write as many questions as they could which might help

better explain the discrepant event. Five days later, group discussions

began with only one of the groups during each class period. Table 3

(see page 57) shows the discussion schedule for each group. During the

discussion the students were requested to ask questions that might help

them solve the problem. After tw --ty questions, the students were requested

to apply the group information by writing as many hypotheses as possible

that might expiain the discrepant event. Therefore, thcre were seven

dependent variables:

1. quantity of written hypotheses i- ediately foliJuing treatment,

2. quality of written hypotheses im

quantity of information
following treatment,

ediate1y following tretmeut,

search questi immediately

4. diversity of information search questions immediately
following treatment,

5. diversity of oral questions during the group discussion,

6. quantity of written hypotheses after the group discus ion, and

7. quality of written hypotheses after the group discus_ :n.

7 3
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Figure 1 (see page 58) illustrated the relationship be -een the dependent

variables and the experi ental groups.

TAB E 3.--Discussion group sequence for information search

behavior utilizing intensively instructed
individuals from both of the classes by the

period and day of the study

Period

Day
11

Day Day Day Day

12 13 14 15

group: El B
1_

C Di

3** D
1
D E.6Egroups: Ai B C.-C

A2 _2 _1 2 -1 2 -1 2
4 B B- C C- D-D E E A-A

5 CC DD E E A A B B

6 DD EE A A B B C C

7 EE AA B B C C D D

*only the classes of one teacher participated

*the classes of both teachers (numbers refer to each)

participated

Group A: Differentiated Reinforcement and Criteria

Group B: Undifferentiated Reinforcement and Criteria

Group C: Differentiated Reinforcement only .

Group D: Undifferentiated Reinforcement only

Group E: Control

In smanary, there were four independent variables--c ite ia (given

and not given) and reinforcement (differentiated and undifferentiated).

Immediately followIng the completion of the various methods of intensive

instruction, the effect of InstructIon in hypothesis generation, was

determined by having students write hypotheses and questions about discrepant

events. Five days later, the students were presented an additional problem

in a small group setting where they were allowed to ask stions about,

the variables in the discrepancy. After twenty questions, each participant

requested to w ite as many hypotheses as possible to explain the

discrepancy. Figure 2 (page 59) illustrates the design of this investigation.

7 4
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written hypotheses quality

en hypotheses quantity

oral questions diversity

written questions diversity

written questIons quan

written hypothesis quality

wrItten hypothesis quantity

1
_Group A: Differentiated Reinforcement and Criteria
2- _ _

-Group B: Undifferentiated Reinforcement and Criteria
3-TGroup C: Differentiated Reinforcement only
4-
Group D: Undifferentiated Reinforcement only

5-Group E: Control

Fig. -Relationship Between Dependent and Independent Variables
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Fig. 2.--Diagram of the research design
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Initial Investigation

Three weeks prior to the start of this study, an investigation

was conducted with one of the ninth grade science classes (the only f_ st

period class) to determine:

a. the criterion level for the number of ac eptable hypotheses
which could be expected during intensive instruction,

the criterion level for the number of questions which could be
asked by individuals during the group discussion, and

c. the need for procedural modifications--including visibility of
the films, clarity of the tapes, and understanding of directions.

The findings (from the eighteen participants) indicated the suitability

of the procedures for widespread application and the number of hypotheses

possible and questions practical during the sessions was six and twenty

respectively.

Population

The participants re ninth grade students of Frederick Sas-c

Junior High School in Upper Marlboro, Maryland. As a school in sub-Jrban

Washington, D. C., Frederick Sasscer .s part of the Prince George's County

Public Schools which is one of the largest systems in the nation. The

school operates on a seven period day with approximately fifty minute

classes. According to assignment procedures, the distribution of the

students in each intact science class was heterogeneous.

Participation in both the initial investigation and the actual study

was voluntary and, also, required parental consent. Therefore, the study

was explained to all potential participants and eh was given a parental

permission letter (see Appendix I, p. 121). The response for participation

included approximately 80 percent of the students from the eleven classes

utilized in the main study. (It is important to note that students from
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twelve intact classes pa icipated; however one of the classes was

selected for use in the in tial investigation.) The total number of

participar s available for the investigation was 221. Unfortunetely,

due to absenteeism on crucial days, only 205 or forty-one students per

experimental group were utilized in the final analysis. The average

age of the participant - assessed during the discussion phase-- as

14 years and 8 months.

The teaching philosophy of the ninth grade -cience teachers was

contract oriented utilizing the §j...W.EiraProect. Both

teachers had covered the same topics prior to this investigation. Further,

Frederick Sasscer serves a relatively stable student body as most of the

seventh graders continue and finish the ninth grade. Therefore, most

participants had similar science experiences. The participants from

each class were randomly placed in one of the experimental groups utilizing

their numbers from a sheet containing the alphabetized last names of the

students in the class. The random numbers table provided by Dayton and

Stunkard (1971, pp. 270-76) was employed.

Stimuli Presented

Inquiry Development Program Films _uchman, 1966) were used in

this investigation because previous research by Wright (1974) had shown

them as effective discrepant events for ninth grade students. Sinca only

five films were neces a y it was important to select from the complete set

of thirty-three those which would present an interesting discrepancy t

the greatest number of students. It was possible to mmedate1y eliminate

sevz1:al because of previous student exposure due to prior s-ience instruction

7 8
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which was known through discussions with science educators and prior

knowledge of the investigator. As a result, a group of possible films

was shown to two junior high teachers who together with the experimenter

selected the six best. Then, these were shown for further verification to:

a. a scien e specialist in the Prince Geo ge's County School System,

b. a university secondary education professor with prior experience
as a junior high teacher, and

two Prince Ceorge's County science teachers.

The members of the film panel viewed the films separately and completed

the quesConnaire included in Appendix II (see page 123). The unanimous

concensus was that all six were appropriate. Therefore, the following

Inquiry Development Program Films -e e selected by the investigator for

each of hese specific purposes:

a. Ittroductory Discrepant Event--"The Restaurant,"

b. I- tensive Instruction Discrepant Event--"The Knife,"

C.

U.

Discrepant Event Immediately Following Treatment for Hypothesis
Generation--"The Sailboat and the Fan,"

Discepant Event Immediately Following Treatment for Information
Search Questioning--"The Ice Cubes," and

Group Discussion Discrepant Event--"Drinking Boiling Coffee."

Hypothesis Generation Intensive Instruction

intensive ins iction was conducted in a large offiQe and

preparation room combination located between two science classrooms.

There was enough room for fifteen desks and a discussion area. To

minimize distractions and the amount of light entering the room,

bookshelves and windows were covered with paper. Further, pegboard

partitions were fastened onto the desks to create a more individualized

atmosphere and to sete as support for the headphones. Each student



listened to the instru 5,' --which were recorded on audiotape- via

these headphones. This mealod of presentation was found as excellent

since it improved concentration by eliminating occasional noi e from

the classroo s. The pardcipants were allowed to remove their headphones

at aay time after the taped instructions ended. Finally, the films -ere

shown continuously on a 3creen -learly visible by all student . F this

reason, the eight !:illimetex i .?, idge and the eight rnllimeter

filmi_op proj c -r werc tiy:: ".. of presentation.

As previously mentioned, one instruction group from each class

re2eived intensive instruction during a normal science class period.

Thus, it took five days fo- all the participants from a class to be

instLucted. The a_erage session lasted thirty-five minutes. Since the

class period lasted about fifty minutes, the time was adequate. Usually,

the class oom teache s seat the students--pre iously requested by the

investigator--as a group to the "laboratory approxiMately five minutes

after class began. Stnde. nts were allDwed to sit where they wished since

enough desks and chairs were available.

The instruction among the groups varied in 1::=:a amount of

information presented to the members by the experime-ter d-- ing one or

more individualized conferences. It should be noted that while the

investigator could devote "t tar attention to one ). , ant it was

possible to observe the others. Students, the foxt, were monitored

insure individual -o k. Table 4 (p. 64) i lustrates the differences in,

inf_ nation provided to each group.
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TABLE 4.--Te information received by each hypothesis generation
intensive instruction group and by the control group

Information
Group Group Group Group Group

A

Audiotaped instructions and the
Introductory Discrepant Event X

Continuous showing of the
Intensive Instruction Discrepant
Event

Acceptance of written hypotheses
with undifferentiated reinforce-
ment X X

Acceptance of written hypotheses
only when a predetermined level
was attained and then verbal
differentiated reinforcement
was given

Acceptance of written hypotheses
only when a predetermined level
was attained but the subjects
were told the criteria for good
hypothesis formation

The audiotaped instructions and introductory dis -epant event

comprised a general description about hypotheses presented in such a

way so it was comprehensible to all participants. The initial investigation

and a panel--a science education specialist and two junior high science

teachers--agreed. The presentation consisted of the following:

Mankind has always attempted to find out why something happ
Such attempts are called hypotheses and they are responsible for
the world around you. Even you generate hypotheses--although
you do not call them by name. For example, John may be absent
from school and you may try to figure oUt why. Your ideas may

include: he is sick, out of town, missed the bus, overslept,
needed at home, and some others. As you can see, you have no
way of knowing the right answer until you do some research--in
this case wait until you see John again and ask him: This is
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)how the scientists work--observing an event, generating hypotheses,
conducting rasearch, and finally, finding an answer that will probably
create more questions and more hypotheses, and more research.
The nrocese is endless!

For this ex7eriment, you will be asked to approach a problem
much like a scl.:Intist. First, you will watch a short film and,
then, generate eome hypotheses to try to explain it. To illustrate
the procedure, careful2y watch this film that will be followed by
five hypotheses which would be considered good if made by a
person who participated In this training. (The Inquiry Development
Program Film--"The Resteurant"--is shown one time.)

Some hypotheses which may explain this event are:

When the x:aiter touched the tablecloth to rf_move the
spot he put something on it that made ft tablecloth
slide out,

b. The two tablecloths were made of two different materials
and the slippery one could be pulled out,

c. The waiter pulled the tablecloth out horizontally end
the man pulled it up at an angle so the plates fell off,

If the tablecloth is pulled out fast the force of gravity
keeps the plates on the table, and

One table had a magnet holding metal platee on the table.

and D. During this session, you will generate six hypotheses
that you feel explain the events in another film. Since the
film will run continuously, you should do the following when
you feel eady:

a. Write down between one and six hypotheses on the paper in
front of you using the pen provided. And,

then raise your hand so you will be called to the discussion
area to explain your hypotheses to the experimenter. When
he feels you have reached a satisfactory level for each of
your six hypotheses, you may return to class. To make this
session worthwhile for you, your classmates, and the experimenter,
you will be requested to do your awn work and not to talk to
anyone but the experimenter.

1.122_12112ARLiastruotions were given to Group E (control).
You have now finished your participation in this study for today.
In a few days, you will take part in phase two. Please remove your
headphones and come to the discussion area and the experimenter
will give you a pass to return to class. Thank you.
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The groups that had to verbally interact with the experimenter

(Group A, B, C D) -e-- gi en a sheet of paper and a ballpoint pen so

they could writc compl or partial hypotheses which could be discusse6,

ready to discuss a lypothesis, parti-ipants raised heir hands and

were called over to the discussion area one by one. Generally, the -- udents

were Literested in the problem and appeared to do their best. As for

Lhe various degrees of information the following remarks were uniformly

stated:

for the criteria given: an acceptable hypothesis is a

reasonable explanation that could be tested if you were

given the equipment,

b. for differen iated reinforcement given:

1. good--if the hypothesis would have rated three on

the Hypothesis Quality Scale (see page 72),

very good--if the hypothesis would have rated a four

on the Hypothesis Quality Scale,

excellent--if the hypothesis would have rated a five on

the Hypothesis Quality Scale, and

4. I cannot accept this one--if the hypothesis would have rated

a two or below on the Hypothesis Quality Scale.

for participants in the group where there was only undifferentiated

reinforcement--I can accept that hypothesis.

The intensive instructicl sessions went smoothly and quickly. After

the sessioas, there appeared to be no "gossip --in the sense of sharing

answe --among students. In fact, the participants were enthusiastic

about keeping their specific answers (hypotheses or questions) a secret.

The peer pressure to make the investigation a success was evident.
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Obtaining Dependent Variables

dypotheses and Questions Immediately
Following Intensive Instruction

Following completion of the intensive instruction sessions, the

effects of the various metL.ds w- e measured by the quality and quantity

of hypotheses as well as the quantity and diversiy of questions about

at-ate discrepant events presented by Inquiry Developm nt Program

To maintain uniformity in testing condi ions, all the participants--

both classes--of a given period were simultaneou ly tested in the

larger of the two science classr oms. Additional tables and chairs were

added so each participant could be seated. Also, to improve visibility,

the ilms were shown using a regular eight millimeter movie projecto-

which produced a picture of greater intens-cy than the filmloop projector.

Similar to the intensive instruction sessi,ns, students were 9ot assigned

seats and paper was distributed for responses (and pens were loaned to

students who needed one). Instructions for this session were audiotaped.

The only contact of the experimenter or teachers with the students prior

to the audiotaped instructionc was a b- tl.me after class began

focus the attention of the participan. .e electronic medium

should be added that the students were _ cooperative and caused no

disruptions. The Instructions and procedures included on the tape were:

Hi! During one of the last few days, you have participated in a
lesson on how to generate more than one hypothesis that could explain
a scientific problem. In other words, you found out that there can
be more inan one reason which explains why something happens. Today,
you will also be asked to generate some hypotheses but about
a different scientific problem. Before we go on, it should be
mentioned that today's work will be written and the next phase
will be verbal. Therefore, you are requested to do your own work
and to please try to do your best- Since it is difficult in a
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group of this size to put your group number on each paper durins
this session, would you please write your name and science teacher's
name on your paper. If you need a pencil or pen or have another

problem, please raise your hand.

As previously mentioned you are tc. watch some films today and

then follor4 the directions. Yon shoule ..arefully watch this film

two tim c which you will be ihstruted to write as many
hypothes o7:- reasons as you can that may explain why the proble
exists.

(At this point, "The Sailboat and the Fan" is shown two times

Now you will have five minutes to wr!.te as many hypotheses as
you , an that may explain the scientific problem. Please do your
best since this session is important. Also, do not worry about
spelling or awkward grammarthe important thing is to write your
hypotheses. (During this time the film is shown one more time.)

(Alter five minutes.) Five minutes are upso-please stop writing
and turn your paper over. If you have written on this side of the
paper, 1:aise your hand for another sheet. As you have probably
thought, if you could only ask questions about scientific problems
which would be answered then you could write better hypotheses.
Therefore, you will be showt another film after which you will be
a$ked to write questions which Might help you better understand
;he problem. Therefore, carefully watch this film two times.

(At this point, "The Ice Cubes" is shown twice.)

You will now have five minutes to write as many questions wl
you want that ilight help you better understand the problem when
'itey are answered. Remember you are to write questions you want
answered not hypotheses. Again, do not worry about spelling or

awkward grammar. Raise your hand if you have any difficulties.
Please do your best and ::loncentrate on your own work. (During

this time the film is shown once.)

(After five mialLes.) Your time is up! Please stop writing.

You have now finished your parLicipation in this study for today.
In a few days, you wi11 take part in LAlase three. To make this

session worthwhile for you, youi classmates, and the experimenter,
you will be requested to not discuss your hypotheses and questions
with anyone but the experimenter. Please pass your papers to the

front. Thank ycw,
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Qt?Flo,io_s' During a Group Discussion

ae6 ilypothesis Generation Afterward

Five days after the written measures for the preceeding dependent

vuiables, small gvoup discuss_ c' began which were comp _cd of those

uicipants from bo 1 classes who were in the same treatment groups

(f.-.P Table 3, 57). Since only one treatment group could have its

diion session each day, the procedure took five days to complete.

tir.estions of the participants were audiotaped and written on an

overhead transparency by the in7vestigator so transcription for later

analysis was possible. As a participant stated a question, the

pplied:

a. the question was repeated by the experimenter,

b wrttten on the transparency,

c. projected for e members of the group to obse- e,

repeated by the experimenter, and

answered wit. 7.o response.

question answered- the investigator told the

participan I cannot answer the question thc, way you stated it; it

needs to be more specif", so yes or no can be the answer." No other

commes were made by the experimenter. To ascertajn the relatiNe absence

or consis,_ency of nonverbal cues by thr investigator, four teachers, On

separate occasions made an unannounced visit to one session for five minutes.

They were asked to discuss their observations and dete ine if the

procedures were consistent and devoid of nonverbal or verbal cues.

The unanimous decision was in favor of uniform behavior by the in- rtigator

that neither encouraged nor discouraged student participation. It should

be noted that the teachers were able to enter and leave undetected by a
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mtra ce. Further, the time spent observing ta sess!.on was long

enough to obta n a gener l idea of the procedure yet short elough to

not prohibit a student f m participating if the teacher's presence

was annoying. The audiotaped instructions to the participants were:

Hil Remember last week after you watched the film called

"The Ice C'Ibes," you were asked to write questions that you felt

might help you write better hypotheses if they were answered.

Today, you are going to do the saTLe thing ex.tpt for two major

diferences:

first, you will ask ques ions instead of writing them, and

second, the investigator will answer your questions with a

yes or nr

But, before we - .egin you need a scientific problem. Therefore,

please watch carefully this film two times after which you will

receive further instructions. ("Drinking Boiling Coffee" is projec ed

two times.)

We can now begin a small group question and answer session

about the film. The procedure will include:

a. when you have a question about the scientific problem that

you feel might help you generate better hypotheses, raise

your hand,

b. when you are called upon state your question to the experimenter,

(Remember it must be stated so it can be answered with

a yes or no!)

c. your questcn wiJI then be written on an overhead transparency

so you and ethers in the group can use it to develop other

specific qustions, and

d. finally, your question will be answered with a yes or no.

This procedure will continue until twenty questions have been

answered or until Wenty minutes have passed. So the questions

can be later analyzed, this session will be audiotaped. To

insure your anohymtrv, I will not call anyone by name. (The session

now began.

87
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(After twenty questions or twenty minutes, the audiotape
continued.) Noa I will distribute paper and turn on the projector
so you can vied the film again. I would appreciate it if you would
write as many hypotheses as you can that could explain the scientific
problem. As in the past, you will have five minutes.

(After five inutes.) Your time is up! Please stop writing
and pass your paper to the front. Your participation in the study
is now completed. But your help is still needed since o-her members
of your class are not finished. So to make the experiment a success,
please do not discuss this session with your classmates until next
week. Thank you.

Ass smLnt of the Dependent Variables

Quantity of Hypotheses and Questions

The necessary measure fer quantity was the number of no-4repeatable

hypotheses and questions. In the event ef an ince plete sentence, it was

counted as part of the total quantity only if the meaning was understood

so to be rated el to quell or diversity category.

Quality of Hypotheses

Since the scale designed by Quinn (1971) was validate,.4 and, further,

proven useful in analyzing the hypotheses of both elementary students

(Quinn, 1971) and secondary students (Wright, 1974) , it was selected as

the quality measure, v using this scale (Table 5, p. 77.), each hypothesis

of a participant was given the point value which corresponded to itg

category. These numbers were averaged to determine the ql.ality o :pothesis

genera ion for each individual. These averages were used in the later

statistical analyses.



TABL-

Points

1

2

5

.--Hyp hesis Quality Scale of Quinn (1971)

C1assificaton

No explanation: for example a nonsense statement,

question, an observation, a single inference about a

single concrete object

72

Nonscientific explanation: for example, . . because

it's magic" or "because the man pushed a button.

Partial scientiiic explanation: for example, incomplete

reference to variables, a negative explanation, analogy

Scientific explanation relating at least WO variables

in general or nonspecific terms

Precise scientific explanation, a qualification end/or

quantification of the variables

Explicit statement of a test for a hypoLesis (An !,nfer-

ence is made here that the child who states a test can

also hypothesize adequately and precisely.)

Dive:sity uf Questions

Suchman (1962b) devised a s ale to doterinitie the category of ques ions

g2narated duri-- an information search group discussion. Wright (1974)

found it appli able for the analysis of the questions generated by ninth

graders. Therefore, this scale (see Table 6, p. 73) was the preference

for this study.

The diversity tion search question scale is arranged

so a question can be classified into one of sixteen cateores which

are defined by eight parameters:

1. events--refer to the occurrence of eve

wipe the blade?)9

2. objects--refer to the nature of objects . Was the

liquid water?),

Did he
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conditions--refer to the states of an object, in this
context conditions can vary and are defined by numbers
(e.g. Was the temperature of the water 85' F?),

properties--refer to properties, in this context properties
do not vary and refer to constant characteristics (e.g.
an ordinary knife bend when heated?),

verification--if the question seeks to identify or veri2y s
aspect or the entire filmloop sequence,

experimentation--if the quesnn seek6 .Z-4) ascertain the

consequences of some hypothetical change in the experiment
prescAted by the film,

7. necessity--lf the question seeks to dEL-rmine whether a
particulo, ,elpect of a phenomenon in the film was necessary
for the o ,-ome (cause and effect), and

synthesis e question seeks to determine if a parti.;ular
idea of the of causation is valid and explains totally of
some aspect of the experiment.

TABLE 6--Diversity of information search question scale

Events Objects Conditions Properties

Verification

Experimentation

Necessi y

Syn het: Ls

E
e

N
e

S
e

V

N
o

S

The m leet rYny to analyze a question is to first determine the

vertical and,then, the horizontal category. As a result, questions fall

into one of the sixteen categories. A condition of high diversity is

the presence of questions in m&ny oategories as comp.ed with low diver

which contains an equal number of questions but only in one category.

For this-investigation, after all the questions tere classified for

9 0
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each individual, mathematical manipulations made it possible to determine

diversity.

The Shannon Index was utilized to c lculate the divers ty of

questions because the various functions provided a ccnse way to

expr ss how the participants responses corresponded to maximum diversity.

Originally an informat on scale (:urrently employed by -ologists), the

Shannon Index measures the uncertainty of predicti g the spec fic identity

specific questions when drawing individuals Pt random, Naturally, the'

higher dix 'rsity values indicate greater uncertainty. For calculation

of this study, the following equation applied:

a. H ilogywhorealesimofP.was the cumulative

probr,-Ality of having estion in each category of the scale,

b H =
Bits Sample

C (N log N = 1: n log n
i
): where N is the total

number of questions; C is a conversion factor; and ni is the

number of queE;t1ons in each category,

c. H Tr (N log N 1:ni log n
Bitsindividuals

17M1-
ax

= Log
10

S (C ) maximum d versity where S is the number

of que:;tions, and

e

Mt%

the evenness calculation compares the number in

ry to the maximum diversity.

Only the evenness value was presented in the data. If the maximum diversity

was attained hy a student (e.g. nine questions with one in each catagor:)v

then the evenness value was one. Values, therefore, ranged from z

(if no que&A17-as were asked) to one for maximum diversity.
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Correlation to the Measurement Scales

To assure the lqck of prejudice on the part of the investigator

in rating each hypothesis or question, two junior high science teachers

were asked to rate fifteen hypotheses and questions which were randomly

selected f om student responses during the study. Using Kendall's

Coeff _ient of Concordance (Hayes, 19739 pp. 801-03), the results of

the teachers and of the experimenter were compared. The coefficient

values were 0.83 for the hypotheses and 0.94 for the que- ions. The

selected questions and hypotheses as well as instructions are included

in Appendi- III (page 125). It is interesting to note that the good

agreement on the Hypothesis Quality Scale indicates the applicability

f the instrument. Quinn (1971, p. 45) found an interjudge reliability

coefficient of 0.94 when she validated the scale.

Statistical Analyses

The six dependent variables for the wrItten questions and hypotheses

for each participant of the various experimental groups were analyzed

by planned comparisc,J (contrasts) for the main effect interactions and

treatment versus nontreatment comparisons. When a significant difference

occurred, either the Ne -n-Keuls or Dunnett Test was conducted to

dternine the extent. The level of Inificance to support the hypothesis

was 0.05. Figure 3 (page 78) depicts the seque ce of statistical analyses

for the preceeding dependent variables.

To deter ine the impact of the dependent variables that referred to

diversity of questions durl

and both the

he group discussion an analysis of varinne

Kculs and Dunnett test were conducted. To furthsr

determine the effect of previous exposure to written :ypotheses on subsequent

9 2
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hypothesis generation behaviors, the analysis of covariance on the plauned

comparisons was conducted. The covariables were quantity and quality

of hypothesis generation immediately following 1...struction, and the

variables were quantity and quality -f hypothesis generation after the

up discussion. Again, the level of si;nificance to support dne

hypotheses was 0.05.

mary

This study involved a com -;lon of five methods of hypothesis

generation intensive -nstruet : :Ilso the assessment of the effect

of the instruction on group cutsior havior and the, subsequent,

ability to gene ate hypothes. iasicily, students from the intact

classes of two ninth grade scietiL,! Leachers were placed into each -f

the groups which received varying amounts of information. The independent

variables were the presence or absence of reinforcement and knowledge of

the criteria for an acceptable hypothesis. The seven dependent variables

w re:

both the quantity and quality of written hypotheses immadia e
following instruction,

b. both the quantity and diversity of written information se,nrch
questionr immediately folthwing instruction,

the div. .i y of inf, ation search questions during a group

discussic- LAd

d. both the rantLty and quality of written hypotheses after
the group discussion.

The discrepant event utilized sti ulate intns±vP instruction

and the dependent variables were selected films f om the Inquiry Development

Program. The measure of the quality of hypotheses was the Rypotheis

9
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Qu lity Scale and the measure for diversity of question was the

Inforration Search Scaie The statistical analyses involved planned

conparison bet. een

spectfic f -dinc.

rimental groups. Chapter IV presents the
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CHAPTER IV

FINDING LE STUDY

Techniques Utilized

The individual written hypotheses and questions were analyzed

using respectively the Hypothesis Quality Scale see Table 5, p. 72)

and the Info mtiui erch Scale (see Table 6, p. 73). Further, the

diversity of the quest ons was calculated by the Shannon Diversity

Index (see p 74). The derived values for ail participants appear

in Appendix IV (see p. 130).

There were five equaily populated experimental g oups and six

dependent written response variables. Pair- ise comparisons were performed

on each. variable .scertaln if differences between groups existed because

of the form of instruction rather than by chance alone. Specifically, contrasts

between the presence or absc.nce of reinforcement, criteria, and treatment

interacti co: .lucted. For the analyses, the computer program

.nulti a iate Analysis of Valiance (Clyde, e, al., 1966, pp. 20-41) was

employed bcause it could determine the specific comparisons as requested.

If a significant difference occurred in a c mpariacm of intensive instruction

groups, then the Newman-Keuls anaiysis (Dayton 1970, p. was conducted

(by the researcher) to determine the extent. However, if a significant

differ nce occurred in the comparison of the intensive instru tion groups

and the control, then the Dunnett test (Dayton, 1970, p. 49) was utilized.

6
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The questions generated during the group discussio- -ere transcribed

and anaiyzd to oh ain the diversity vaitte for each group. These values

were first submitted to an analysis of var a (Rays, 1973, pp. 457-519)

followed by the Ne lan-Keuls and Dunnett analyses. (Thtse three analyses

were determined by the researcher.) To assess the effect of previous

exposure to generating hypotheses prior to the group discussion on subsequent

hypothesis generation behavior aft.ar the group discussi)n, an analysis of

covar al as conducted by the Multivar ate Analysis of Variance

(Clyde, et al., 1966, pp. 20-41) . The covariables were the quantity and

quality of ritten hypotheses imniediately following treatment and the

variables were the quantity and quality of written hypotheses after tbe

group discussion. The level of significance to support each hypothesis

was 0.05.

The Specific Contrasts

The importance of planned pair-wise comparisons is that the univariate

analr is is further delineated so tLe presence of significant differences

becomes obvious. The four comparisons of tFis invesigation involved:

1. the four ntensive instruction groupsversus the control,

2. the additive effect of criteria and reinfor eme t (interaction
between treatment),

the reinforced groups versus the non-reinfor ea groups, and

4, the criteria groups versus the non-criteria groups.

The Researth Hypotheses

The hypotheses for this study were listed in detail on pages -27.

Sice each hypothesis for written hypotheses and questions (hypotheses

one through Owenty-four) corresponds to the planned pai-ise comparisons,

9 7
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the most concise way tu prelent the ita is __ first outline Lhe six

dependent variables in terns of specific findings. Secondly, the data

which refer to the hypotheses about the group discussion and, subsequent,

effect on hy thes generation behaviors (hypotheses tentyf 1,7e through

twenty-seven. ) will b- presented.

Summary of Res s--Hypothesi
Generation Following instruction

Dependent Variable One--
Qua,ntiLy of ::rittea Kypothesis

Generation Following Intensive Incruction

sio-s

The feel- hypotheses which refer to the quantity (A Qritteu

hypotheses following intensive instruction are:

1. There is a difference in the quantity o_ w- ltten hypethes
between the following gronp which receives a form of inst
and 07,e control group which receives no inst-aiction:

a. the differentiated reinforcement and criceria
versus che control group,

b. the undifferentiated reinforcemenr and criteria group
versus tLe control group,

the differentia ed reinforcement
versus the control group, and

d. the undifferentiated reinforcemenZ only group
versus the control group.

ct on

The effects of differentiated re nforcement and criteria are non-
additive on he quantity of Nritten hypotheses.

There is a difference in the quantity of written hypotheses
between the followinggroups which receive differeatiated
reinforcement as an instruction condition and the following
groups which receive undifferentiated reinforcement:

he differentiated reinforcement and crit ria group
versus the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group,

the di ferentiated reinforcement and criteria group
versus the undifferentiated reinforcement only group,

98
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c. dit-tereatioted reinforcement only roup versus

und(fErentiated reihfo::cement rind criteria group, and

J. che dil-tereutioted reinforcement only group versus

tho undifferentiated reinforcement only group.

4. There is a difirence the quantity of written hypotheses

oetweer the follming groups which are told the criteria for

good hypothesiE4 to-motion and the following groups which are

not told the criteria for good hypothesis formation:

a. rho Llifferontioted reioforcement anc: crizeria group ve.rsus

differentiatld reinforcement only group,

b. the dLfErentiated reinCoreement and criteria group versus

ijto uilL=ILTLerkti ,:ei.lforcement only group,

untli:foreritit2d reinfo-:cernent and craeria group versus

rho diCfrenticited reinforcement only group, aad

d_ the u7l1fferentiated reinforement and criteria group vPxsus

t-he uneifferentiated roinforement only group.

Table 7 (p. 3) lists the mean value for each experimental giroup.

vatue difler, the specific pair-wise comparisons only

indicnr.(, a significant diffornce for intensive instruction (treatment)

vursus contrill and di'fforentiated reinforcement versus undifferentiated

reinforcement (see TaL16.1 8, p. 83). The subsequent Newmon-Keuls and Ddnnett

analyses indi,::ate that significaut differences only occur between the

differentiated reinforcement groups and tile control (see Table 9, p. 84).

The implication iG, therefure, that differentiated reinfor emen_ (e.g. good)

as a treatment condition results in higher quantity of hypotheses only

in comparison witU the control (and not o.ompared to the other intensive

instruction groups). Accordingly, only parts (a) and (c) of hypothesis

one are supported while parts (b) and (d) of .

ypothesis one as vell as

hypotheses two, three and four are not supported.

9 9



7,-- , aad standarcl deviations for each intensive
inE-.;Lruction. group on the quantity of written
tlypotheseo following intensivt instruction

Mean
-ndard

83

Group

13* D* Evt

4 3.390 4.000 3.439 2.463

2.121 1,686 1.844 1.450 1-790

*Grevp A: Dif-erentiatnci Reinforcement and Criteria

*Group Undifferenziated Reinforcement nd Criteria

*Group C: Differentiated Reinforcement only

*Croup D: Undifferentiated Reiolorcemetc only

*Group El Control

TABLE E.--Pnir-vi, cemparison3 of tee experimental groups for
the quantity of hypoth sis generation following
intensive instruction

Source

Degrees
Freedom

Sum of
Squares Squar-

Probability
(less than)

Treatlent vs. Control 51751 51.751 16.123 .001*

Interaction .098 .098 .030 4862

Differentiated Reim-
forceent vs.
Uodiffereatiated
Reinf. 1 15.244 15 244 4.749 .030*

Criteria vs. no Criteria 1 .000 .000 .000 1,000

Error 200 641.951 3.21

Total 204 709.004

*Significant at 0.05

100



TAB_ E 9 Pair-wisE analyses of experimental group data for the
quanticy of written hypotheses following intensive

instruct

oup gean

5
E-

4.049

4.000

3.43)

2.463

Nev.man-Keuls* DunneLt**

4.049 4.000 3.439 3.390 2.463

.1751 2.1801

2.0049

2 3552

2.1801

.1751

4.0080**

3.8842**

2.4665

2.3425

Group

3=
-Group
;Group
-Group
D_
-GrOUp

A:

B:

C:

D:

E:

*Significant at 0.05 when tr1.4.04
**Significant at 0.05 when tE1'3.2l

Differentiated Reinforcement and Criteria
Undifferentiated Reinforcement and Criteria
Differentiated Reinforcement only
Undifferentiated Reinforcement only
Control

Dependent Variable Two--
Quality of Written hypothesis
Generation Following Intensive Instruction

The four hypotheses which refer to this dependent viable are:

5. There is a difference in the quality of written hypotheses
between tho following groups which receive a form of intensive
instruction and the control group which receives no instruction:

the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group
versus the control group,

the undifferentiated rein orcement and criteria group
versus the control group,

the differentiated reinforcement only group
versus the control group, and

101



d. tho undifferentiat.ed reinforcement only graLl
versus the control rou?.

The effects of differentiated reiniorcement and
non-additive on the quality of written hypotheses..

85

-ite'via are

7. There is a difference in the quality of written hvpotheses
Letween the following groups which receive clifferewziated
reinforcement as an instruction condition and the following

which receive undifferentiated reinforcement:

the differentiated reinforcement and crite ia group
versus the undifferentiated reinforcement ar,d criteria group,

the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group
versus the uadifferentiated reinforcement only group,

the differentiated reinforcement only group versus
the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group, and

the differertIated reinforcement only group veisus
the undifferentiated reinforcement only group.

There is a differenc.e in the quality of written hypotheses
between the following groups which are told the zriteria for
good hypothesis formation and the following grcu?s which are
not told the criteria for good hypothesis formation:

a. the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group versus
the differentiated reinforcement only gre-ap,

the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group versus
the undifferentiated reinforcement only group,

c. the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the differentiated reinforcement only group, and

d. the undifferentiated reinforcemer. and criteria group versus

the undifferentiated reinforcement only group.

Table 10 (p. 87) lists the mean values for all the experi ental

groups. Pair aise comparisons, illustrated in Table 11 (p. 87), indicate

the dif erences to be significant for trea ent (intensive instruction)

versus the control, interaction of the treatments, and criteria versus

no criteria. Further, the Ne an-Keuls and Dunnett analyses (Table 12, p. 88

indicate that differentiated reinforcement, criteria or both are responsible

102



a signiCd_cantly quality of hypotheses th n treatment

put thoir prsortcO or no intensive instruction. Figure 4 (below)

illustrates the condition luplied by t__ data that when different ated

t is present

and (0) of

2.900

2.300

.600

IIIAN

TJALITY 2.500
SCORES

2.100

2.000

0.000

addition of criteria has no effect. Therefore,

(c) of hypothesis five, hypothesis six, and parts (b)

seven and eight are supported.

(differentiated
reinforcement)

_764)

(undifferentiated

reinforcement & criteria)

(2.856)

A (differentiated
(2.667) reinforcement &

criteria)

(urdIfferentiaLed reinforcement)
JO

(2.131)

YES

CRITERIA
PRESENCE

Fig. 4.- _,_eraction Graph of Trei-.
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TABL -,ans and staadord deviations for each intensive
instruction group on the quality of written
hypctileses following intensive instruction

'.4ean

Standa d Deviation A*

87

Group

C* D*

SD

2.667 2.856 2.764 2.131 1.853

.757 .640 .567 .669 1.028

*Group A: Differentiated Reinforcement and Criteria

*Group B: Undifferentiated Reinforcement and Criteria

*Group C: Differentiated Reinforcement only

*Group D: Undifferentiated Reinforcement only

*Group E: Control

'ABLE 11.-- air-wise co::Iparisons of the experimental groups for

the quality of hypothesis generation following intensive

instruction

6ource Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square F

Probability
(less than)

Treatment vs. Colitrol 1 18.519 18.519 32.984 .001*

Interaction
6.913 6.913 12.312 .001*

Differentiated Reinforcement
vs. Undifferentiated Reinf. 1 2.018 2.018 3.593 .059

Criteria vs. no Criteria 1 4.037 4 037 7.190 .008*

Error 200 112.289 .562

Total 204 143.775

*Si ificant at 0.05
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TABLE 12.---Pair-wise analyses of experimental group data for the
quality of written hypotheses following intensive
instruction

Newman-Keuls* Dunnett**

A
2.856 2.764 2.667 2.131

2
2.856

2.764

A 2.667

D4 2.131

1.853

*Significant at .05 when t;?-4.04
**Significant at .05 when t4t3.21

1
=Group A: Differentiated Reinforcement and Criteria
2

3
Group 8: Undifferentiated Reinforcement and Criter a

4
_Group CI Differentiated Reinforcement only

5_Group
D: Undifferentiated Reinforcement only

-Group
,

Control

Summary of Results--Information
Search Following Intensive instruction

Dependent Variable Three--
Quantity of Vritten
Information Search Questions
Following Intensive Instruction

1.853

6.0631**

5.5070**

4.9206**

1.6805

Table 13 (p. 90) shows the mean values for the quantity of written

information search questions. The pair-wise ,:ompa isons indicate the

contrast of the intensive instruction groups to the control as significant

(see Table 14- P 91). However, the Dannett test, which accounts for error

associated with -ultiple individual comparisons, indicates no significant

differences as shown in Table 15 (p. 91). The implication is that the
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--'ve ins tructiun does not improve the students' abili y to generate

greater quantity of ques

are not supported.

ons. Accordingly, the following hypotheses

9. Thare is a difference in the quantity of written information

search questions between the following groups which receive

a foru of instruction and the control group which receives

no instruction:

the differentiateo reinforcement and criteria group

versus the control group,

the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the control group,

Liu! di erentiated reinforcement only group

versus the control group, and

d. the undifferenii,:ed reinf rcement only group

versus the control group.

10. The effects of differentiated reinforcement and criter a are

non-dditi. on the quantity of written informa ion. search

questions.

11. There is a difference in the quantity of written inforuiation

search questions between the following groups which receive

differentiated reinforcement as an instruction condition and the

following groups which receive undifferentiated reinforcemen

the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group,

b. the differentiated reinforcement and criteria.group

versus the undifferentiated reinforcement only group,

the differentiated reinforcement only group versus

the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group and

the differentiated reinforcement only group ve sus

the undifferentiated reinforcement only group.

12. There is a difference in the quantity of written information

search questions between the following groups which are told

the criteria for good hypothesis formation and the following

groups which are not told the criteria for good hypothesis

formation:

a. the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group

versus the differentiated reinforcement only group,
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b. the differentiated reinforcement awl criteria gruup
versus the urtdiffcrcntiatucl reinforcement only group,

c. the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group
versus the differentiated reinforcement only group, and

d. the undifferentiateu reinforcement and criteria group
versus the undifferentiated reinforcement only group.

TABLE 13."-Means and standard deviations for each intensive
instruction group on the quantity of written
information search questions following intensive
instruction

ic
Standard Deviation

Group

A*

SD

4.878

159

5.195 5.220 5.098 3.902

2.442 2.770 2.755 1.960

*Group A: Differentiated Reinforcement and Criteria

*Group B: Undifferentiated Reinforcement and Criteria

*Group C: Differentiated Reinforcement only

*Group 0; Undifferentiated Reinforcement only
*Group E: Control

Dependent Variable Four--
Diversity of Written Information
Search Questions Following
Intensive instruction

Table lo p. 93) illustrates the differences in mean values among

the experimental groups. Further, the contrasts (see Table 17, p. 93)

indicate significant differences between the treatment groups and the

control. The Dunnett analysis, however, indicates no significant

differences for the various pair-wise comparisons (see Table 18, p. 94).

This finding implies, that although the intensive inst lotion groups

have a greater mean diversity of questions than the control, the intensive
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TABLE i --Pair-wise c parisons of the experimental groups for the
ntity of information search questions following

intensive instruction

Source

Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

Probability
(less than)

Treatment vs. Coatrol 1 46.849 46.849 7.880 005*

Interaction 1 1.976 1.976 .332 .565

Differentiated Reinforoom
vs. Undifferen iated Ret.f. 1 .390 .390 .066 .798

Criteria vs. no Criteria 1 .610 .610 .103 .749

Error 200 1189.073 5.945

Total 204 1238.898

*Significant at 3.05

TA3LE 15.--Pair-wise analyses of experimental group data for the
quantity of written information search questions
following intensive instruction

E(Dunnett**)

Group Mean 3.902

5.220 2.4475

5.195 2.4010

_4
D 5.098 2.2209

A1 4.878 1.8125

3.902

**Signifi ant at 0.05 when te?3.21

1
-Group A: Differentiated Reinforcement and Criteria

-Group B: Undifferentiated Reinforcement and Criteria

4_
3Group C: DifferenLiated Reinforcement only

5
roup D: Undifferentiated Reinforcement only

Group E: Control
108
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significantly iniptove the diversity of questions .

Therefore the followlng hypotheses are ot supported.

13, 'There is a difference in the diversity of written information
search questions between the f ollowing groups which receive
a forrn of ins true ion and the control group which receives
no instruction:

a the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group
VE rs us the control group,

the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group
versus the control group,

the diff erentiated
versus the control

reinf or cement only group
group, and

d . the undifferentiated jnforcement only group
versus the control group.

14 , Uhe effects of differentiated reinforcement and criteria are
nea-additive on the diversity of written information search
queltions.

15 , Uhe ra is a difference in the diversity of written information
search ques flans between the following groups which receive
dif ferentiated reiniorcernent as an instruction condition and
the following group wliich received undiffereatied reinforceme t:

a . the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group
versus the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group,

b the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group
versus the undifferentiated reinforcement only group,

the differentiated reinforcement only group versus
the undiffereintlated reinforcement and criteria group and

d . the differentiated reinforcement only group versus
the undifferentiated reinforcement only group.

16, qhe re is a dif feren-ce in the diversity of wri ten in ormation
sea rch gyms tions be tween the following groups which are told
the criteria for gool hypotheois formation and the following
grollps which are not told the criteria for goocl hypothesis format o

the differentiated reinforcement and c
reinforcement onlythe diff erentiated

eria group ver us
-Pt

the differentiat d reinforcement and criera group versus
the undifferentiated reinforcement only group,
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the undifferentiated reinforcement wad criteria group versus
the differentiated reinforcement only group, and

d. the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group versus
the undifferentiated reinforcement only group.

TABLE 16.--1eans and standard deviations for each intensive
instruction group on the diversity of written
information search questions following intensive
instruction

Mean
Standard Deviation

SD

*Group A:
*Group B:
*Group C:
*Group D:
*Group E:

Group

8* C* D* E*

.797 .770 .737 .713 .608

.340 .330 .372 .388 .448

Diffe entiated Reinforcement and Criteria
Undifferentiated Reinforcement and Criteria
Differentiated Reinforcement only
Undifferentiated Reinforcement only
Control

TABLE 17.--Pair-wise comparisons of the experimental groups for the
diversity of informatlon search questions following
intensive instruction

Source
Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

Treatment vs. Control 1 .703 .703

Interaction .000 .000

Differentiated Reinforcenent
vs. Undifferentiated Reinf. 1 .026 426

Criteria vs. no Criteria 1 .139 .139

or 200 566 .143

Total 204 434

*Significant at 0.05

F

ProbOility
(less thar) :,,

4.919 .028*

.001 .981

.180 .672

.973 .325
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18.--Pair-w1se analyses of the experimental group

deCa for th diversity of infornation search
questious following intensive instruction

Group

E (Dunnett**)
.6079

1
A

2

.79 6

.7702

.7370

.7134

.6v79

.7143

.6143

.4888

.3994

*Significant at .05 when t3.21

1 Group A: Differentiated Reinforceaent and Criteria
2:

3
_Group 8: Undifferentiated Reinforcement and Criteria

4
Group C: Differentiated Reinforcement only

5
Group D: Undifferentiated Reinforcement only

Group E: Control

Summary of ResultsRypothesis
Generation Follawing the Group Discussion

Dependent Variable Five--
Quantity of Written Hypoth_ is
Generation After the Group Discussion

The four hypotheses which refer to this dependent variable are:

17. There is a difference , the nuantity of wri ten hypotheses

between the following groups which receive a form of instruct oh

and the control 4roup which receives no Instruction:

a. the differentiated reinforcem nt and criteria group

versus the control group,

b. the undifferentiated reinf rcement and criteria group

versus the control group,

the differentiated reinforcement onLy group

versus the control group, and

N t`
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d. the undifferentiated reinforcement only ot.p

versus the control group.

IS. The effects of differentiated reinforcement and criteria are
non-additive on the quantity of written hypotheses.

19. There is a difference in the quantity of written hypotheses
between the following groups 1..ihich receive differentiated
reinforcement as an instruction condition and the follmwing
groups which receive undifferentiated reinforcement:

the differentia
versus the undi
group,

d reinforcement and criteria group
erentiated reinforcement and crite le

b. the differeitiated vein orcement and criteri-a group
versus the undifferentiated reinforcement olly group,

c. the differentiated reinforcement only g. oup versus the
undifferentiated reinforcement and criteeia group, and

the differentiated reinforcement only group versus the
undifferentiated reinforcement only group.

20. There is a difference in the quantity of written hypotheses
between the following groups which are told the criteria for
good hypothesis formation and the following groups which are
not told the criteria for good hypothesis f mation:

a. the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group
versus the differentiated reinforcement only group,

the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group
versus the undifferentiated reinforcement only group,

the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group
versus the differentiated reinforcement only group, and

d. the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group
versus the undifferentiated reinforcement only group.

Table 19 (p. 96) indicates the mean values for each experimental

group. Further, Table 20 (p. 96) shows significant differences between

the treatment groups ver us the control ahd the interaction between

treatment groups. The Newman-Keuls and Dunnett analyse (seeTahle 21, p. 97)

indicate differentiated reinforcement ova), intensive instruction is responsible

for significantLy higher quantity of hypotheses than no intensive instruction.
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Therefore, par -.) of hypothesis one is supported while -he renaming

portions of hypothesis seventeen and hypotheses eighteen, nineteen, and

twenty-are not supported.

TABT- 19.--Meaus and standard deviations for each experimental
group on the quantity of written hypotheses
after the group discussion

Mean

Standard Devi -ion

*Croup A. Differentiated Reinforcement and Criteria
*Croup B: TJadiferentiated Reinforcenent and Criteria
*GroAp C: -Diferentiated Reinforcement only
*Group D: Undifferentiat2d Reinforcenent only
*Group E: Control

TL 20 air-wise couparisom,, of the experimental groups for the
quantity of written hypotheses after the group discussion

Source
Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square F

Probability
(less than)

Treatment vs. Control 980 19.980 5.944 .016*

int raction 21.951 21.951 8.531 .011*

Differentiated Re nforcement
vs. Undifferentiated Reinf. 1.976 1.976 .588 .444

Criteria vs. no CrIteria 1 2.951 2.951 .878 .350

Error 200 672.244 3.381

Total 204 719.102

*Slgnjficant at 0.05 1
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Pair-wise analyses of experimental group data for
the quantity of yr tten hypotheses after the group

discussion

Group an

Newman-Keuls* Dunnett**

3.293 2.805

A
2.341 2.293 1.902

3.293

2.805

D 2.341

Al

1 902

1.7045 3.3250 3.4927

1.6206 1.7882

.1676

3.4353**

2.2301

1.0842

.966

*Signi cant at .05 when tL!4.04
**Significant at .05 when t:3.21

1_
Group A: Differentiated Reinfor ement and Cri _eria

2
-Groop B: Undifferentiated Rein nement aad Criteria

4Group C: Differentiated Reinforcement only

.Group 0: Undifferentiated Reinforcement only
D-
Group E: Control

Dependent Variable Six--
Quality of 7ritten Hypothesis
Generation After the Group Discussion

The four hypotheses for this dependent variable ere:

21. There is a difference in the quality of writlen.hypotheses
between the following groups which receive a form of
instruction and the control group which receives no in ruct on:

a. the differentia ed reinforcenient and criteria group
versus the control group,

the undifferentiated reinfo cement and c
vers s the control group,

he differentiated reinfo cement only group
ver us the control group, and

the undifferentiated reinforcement only group
versus the control group.
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are aon-addit ve on the quality of w en hypotheses.
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23. There is a difference in the quality of written hypotheses
between the following groups which receive differentiated
reinforcement as an instruction condition and the following
groups which receive undifferentiated reinforcement:

a the differeatia-ed reinforcement and criteria group
versus the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group,

the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group
versus the undifferentiated reinforcement only group,

c. the differentiated reinforcement only group versus
the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group, and

d. the differentiated reinforcement only group ver us
the undifferentiated reinforcement only group.

There is a difference in the quality of written hypotheses
between the following groups which are told Jte criteria for
good hypothesis formation and the following groups which are
not told the criteria for good hypothesis formation:

a the different_ ated reinforcement and criteria group
versus the diiCerentiated reinforcement only group,

b. the differentiated reinforcement and criteria group versus
the undifferentiated reinforcement only group,

the undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group versus
the differentiated reinforcement only group, and

the undifferentiated reinforcement
the undifferentiated reinfrrcement

and criteria
only group.

group versus

Table 22 ( . 99) indic t s the mean values of each group. Further,

Table 23 (p.100) illustrates comparisons which show a significant difference

b_tween the treatment groups versus the control and the criteria groups

ver us no crIterIa. As a result of the Newman-Keuls and Dunnett analyses

(see Table 24, p.100), significant differen-es occur between the groups

recei g teria as an intensive instruction c -dition and those receiving

no intensive instruction or undifferentiated reinforcement only. This

fLnditi 6 indi-ates that the in ensive instruction method of criteria is better
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than no instruction or ins ruction without criteria and undifferentiated

rein2orcement. Accordingly, parts (a) and (b) of hyp thesis twenty-

one and parts (b) and (d) of hypothesis twenty-four are supported while

the remait.ing parts of these hypotheses and hypotheses twenty-two and

twenty-three are not supported.

TABLE 22---Means and standard deviations for each experimental
group for the quality of written hypotheses after
the group discussion

'Aean

Standard Deviation
A*

Group

B* C* D*

SD

2.798 2.815 2.590 2.234 2.087

.955 .758 .825 .984 .905

*Group A: Differentiated Reinforcement and Criteria

*Group 8: Undifferentiated Reinorcement and Criteria

*Group C: Differentiated Reinforcement only

*Group D: Undifbirentiated Reinforcement only
*Group E: Control
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TABLE 23 --,air-wise comparisons of the experimental groups for the
quality of written hypothesis generation after the
group discussion

Source
Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square F

Probability
(less than)

Treatment vs. Control 8.942 8.942 11.304 .001*

interaction 1 1.429 1.429 1.807 .180

Differentiated Reiniorcement
vs. Undifferentiated Reinf. 1.183 1.183 1.496 .223

Criteria vs. no Criteria 1 6.381 6.381 8.066 .005*

Error 200 158.216 .791

Total 204 176-.152

*Significant at 0.05

E 24 -,air-wise analyses of experimental group data for the
quality of written hypotheses after the group discus

Group Mean

Newman-Keuls*

3 A
2.815 2.798 2.590 2.234

Dunnet

2.087

D
4

2.815

2.798

2.590

2.234

.1224 1.6199 4.1829*

------ 1.4975 4.0605*

2.5630

3 7061**

3.6196**

2.5607

.7484

*Sign ficant at 0.05 when ti4.04
**Significant at 0.05 when tit3.21

1
-Group A: Differentiated Reinforcement and Criteria
2_

3
-Group f: Undifferentiated Reinforcement and Criteria

4
Group C: Differentiated Reinforcement only

5
Group D: Undifferentiated Reinforcement Only;_

Group 8: Control

-
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-mmary of Results--Diversity of
Information !Search During the Group Discussion

These findings have been treated separately from the wri _en data

since they deal only with group results and not the sum of all individuals

in each group. This reduction is reflected by a decrease in the total

number of participating units-205 (200 df) to 30 (25 df). The hypothesis

for this--the seventh dependent variable--isi

25. There is a difference in the diversity of verbal questions
contributed by the various treatment groups during a group
discussion about a discrepant event.

After the diversity index for the data was compiled for each group,

the values were analyzed with the Analysis of Variance and the Newman-Keuls

and Duanett tests. The results, which appear in Tables 25 and 26 (p. 102),

indicate no signifi ant differences between any treatment groups or any

treatmant group and the control. This implies, in the presence of peer

interaction, diversity of oral questions is not signIficantly improved by

iAtensive instruction in hypothesis generation. Therefore, the above

hypothesis is -lot supported.



TABLE 25.--Analysis of variance for diversity of information
search questions during the group discussion

Source

Degrees
of

Freedo.ci

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

Treatments
(between
groups)

Error
(within
groups)

Total

4

25

0.0251

0.0606

0.0857

0.0063

0.0 32

1.9688

ignificance at 0.05, F must be greater than 2.76.

TABLE 26 --Pair-wise analysis of data for diversity of information
search during the up discussion

102

Newman -Keu _ Dunnett**

Standard 0 A C B

Group Deviation nean .8755 .8736 .8564 .8452 .7802

D4 0.0370 .8755

A- 0.0684 .8736

3
0.0649 .8565

2
0.0435 .8452

0.0547 .7802

.0823 .8271 1.3120 2.9180

.7448 1.2298 2.8598

.4893 2.3362

---- 1.9902

*Signi icant at 0.05 when ?..4.04

vcSignificant at 0.05 when t3.2l

1
_Group A: Differentia ed Reinforcement and Criteria
2 , _

-Group B: Unditferentiated Reinforcement and Criter a
3

4
Group C: Differentiated Reinforcement only

5
Group D: Undifferentiated Reinforcement only
Group E; Control
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Summary of ResultsPerformance for
-1'pothesis Generation After Group Discussion

Using Previous Exposure as a Covariable

An interesting'aspect of the interpretation of the data was to

if students from the various groups improved their ability to

generate hypotheses (both quality and quantity) because of previous

ure to the process of generating hyp theses. Accordingly, the best

measure was to examine the significant differences of the pair-wise

comparisons using previous data as a covariable. The two hypotheses

for the analysis are:

Tables

26. usiag the results of the quantity of written hypotheses
immediately following treatment as a covariable for the
quantity of written hypotheses after the group discussion,
there is a difference between the following planned
comparisons :

a. treatment vs. control,
b. interaction between treatments,
c, differentiated reinforcement vs. undifferentiated

reinforcement, and
d. criteria vs. no criteria, and

27. using the re..lults of the quality of written hypotheses
immediately following treatment as a covariable for the
quality of written hypotheses after the group discussion,
there is a difference between the following planned
comparisons:

a.

b.

c.

treatment vs. control,
interaction between treatments,
differentiated reinforcement vs. und
reinforcement, and
criteria vs. no criteria.

27 and 28 (p. 104) indicate significant differences

of written

of written

ntIaced

for the quantity

hypotheses with the interaction comparison and with

hypotheses -ith the criterIa vs. no criteria

the quality

comparison. However,

the lie a Keuls results for quantity of hypOtheses after group da cussion

(Table 21, p. 97), indicates no further significance. There ore, hypothesis
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TAU 27 --Pair-wise comparisons of experimental groups for the quantity
of written hypothesis generation after Che group discussion
using previous quantity of written hypotheses as a covariate

Sou--
Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

Probability
(less than)

Treatment vs. Control 1 8-102 8.102 2.561 .111

Interaction 1 24.800 24.800 7.838 .006*

Differentiated Reinforcement
vs. Undifferentiated Reinf. 1 .301 .301 .095 .752

Criteria vs. no Criteria 1 1.994 1.994 .630 .428

Error 198

Total 202

*Signif' ant at 0.05

TABLE 28.--Pair-wise comparisons of experimental groups for the quality
of written hypothesis generation after the group discussion
using previous quality of written hypotheses as a covariate

Scirc
Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square F

Probability
(less than)

Treatment vs. Control 1 2 899 2.899 3.761 .054

Interaction 1 .515 .515 .668 .415

Differentiated Reinforcement
vs. Undifferentiated Reinf. 1 .407 .497 .528 .468

Criteria vs. no Criteria 1 4.529 4.529 5.875 .016*

Error 198

Total 202

*Sjgnificant at 0.05
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twenry-six is not supported as no differences occur between any of the

comparisons. The quality of hypotheses after group discussion Ne- an-

Keuls data (see Table 24. P. 100), indicates significant differences do

occur between treat ent groups. Therefore, hypothesis twenty-seven

is supported for the comparison involving criteria vs. no criteria

and rejected for the other comparisons.

Summary of the Findings

The findings support many of the hypotheses and, thus, indicate

differences between the methods of hypothesis generation intensive

instruction utilized in this study. Fo- each of the dependent variables,

the findings involve the following.

a. Dependent Variable One--Differentiated reinforcement as an
intensive instruction method is responsible for a higher
quantity of written hypothesis after intensive instruction
than the instruction method which involves no intensive
instruction.

b. Dependent Variable Two--Participants who received intensive
instruction which emphasizes either differentiated reinforcement,
criteria or both generate a higher quality of written hypotheses,-
following intensive instruction, than participants who receive
only undifferentiated reinforcement or no intensive instruction,

c. Dependent Variables Three and Four--No form of hypothesis-
generation intensive instruction improves the participantsr, .

ability to generate a greater quantity or diversity of written
informs ion search questions following intensive instruction.

d. Dependent Variable Five--Differentiated reinforcement alone as
an intensive instruction condition is responsible for a greater
quantity of written hypotheses than no intensive instruction
following the group discussion.

e. Dependent Variabie SixCriteria aA an inten ive: instruction
method is responsible for a higher quality of written hypotheses,
after the group discussion, than the inStruction method of
undifferentiated reinforcement or no intensive instruction.
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f. Dependent Variable Seven--In the presence of the group
discussion, diversity of oral information search questions
is not significantly improved by hypothesis generation
intensive instruction.

Participants who received intensive instruction which u ilized
criteria were not effected by prior exposure to written hypothesis
generation when they generated a higher quality of written
hypotheses--than participants who received only undifferentiated
reinforcement or no intensive instruction--after the group
discussion.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECONDATIONS

If ever there was a cause, if ever there can be a cause,
worthy to be upheld by all the toil or sacrifice that the

human heart can endure, it is the cause of education.

Horace Mann, 1796-1859

Summary

The fo ation of hypotheses is such an important objective of

science education that curricula designed over the last fifteen years

have emphasized specific learning activities which encourage students

to isolate the variables inherent within a problem and, then, formulate

reasonable hypotheses whIch may account for the principles of causality.

In essence, students are urged to learn the content of a specific

scientifIc discipline while developing and utilizing problem solving

skills. Previous research has illustrated that problem solving skills

can be enhanced by exposing students to Epeclfic strategies designed to

encourage isolating and relating variables by asking questions

generating hypotheses about a discrepant event (Suchman, 1962b; Quinn, 1971;

Wright, 1974). However, none of the previous work included comparisons

f various hypothesis generation intensive instnicUon methods or

assessments of the value of prior instruction during peer group discussion.

Therefore, the purpose of this investigation was to:

_124
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compare the effects of va ious hypothesis generation intensive
instruction procedures on the ability of ninth grade students
to generate written hypotheses and information search questions
about a discrepant event, and

b. determine if students, who have received hypothesis generation
intensive instruction, in a setting free of peer interactions,
exhibit a greater Ulversity uf clutions during a group
discussion and greater writtri hypothesis generation behaviors
after the discussion.

Procedures

The intact science classes of two ninth grade srience teachers

in a suburban junior high school comprised the participants for this

study. Since 205 students were involved in the final analyses, forty-one

students were present in each of four instruction groups and one control

group. While the assignment to each group was random, there was

stratification--according Lo the sex composition of each intact class--

for the sex of the individuals. The procedures for the four instruction

groups included:

a. listening to general instructions about hypothesis formation
and watch ng an introductory discrepant event,

b. watching the intensive instruction discrepant event until s
acceptable hypotheses were written, and

individual discussions during which the investigator evaluated
each of the six hypotheses by one of the following predetermined
standards:

1. differentiated reinforcement and criteria group--each of
the hypotheses had to meet a predetermined level of acceptabi
and, after each was stated, the student was both positively .

reinforced (e.g. good) and told the criteria for good
hypothesis formation,

2. undifferentiated reinforcement and criteria group--each of
the hypotheses had to meet a predetermined ,level of acceptabi
and, after each was stated, the student:was only told the. .

criteria for good hypothesis formation
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3. differentiated r=21.nforcement only group--each of the
hypotheses had to meet a predetermined level f acceptability
and, after each was stated, the student was only positively
reinforced (e.g. good), or

undiferentiated reinforcement only group--had to generate
six hypotheses and, after each was stated, the student
received only acceptance (e.g. I can accept this hypothesis).

The control group only listened to general instructions about hypothesis

a ion and watched the introductory discrepant event. All the discrepant

events were selected fron the Inquiry Development Program Fil s chman l962b).

Upon completion ot the instruction sessions for all the experimental

groups, the participants from both science classes during each period

were shown another Inquiry Development Program Film (discrepant ei-ent) and

were requested to write as lany hypotheses as possible. Then, another

tilm was shown and the participants were requested to write as many

questions as possible which would provide information to help explain

the disc epancy. Five days later, group discussions began using one

experimental group during each class period until all the experimental

groups had completed the discussion (five days). During the discussion,

the students observed another Inquiry Development Program Film and, then

had the opportunity, to voluntarily, ask questions to the investigator

about the discrepant event. The questions were specific so they could

be answered with yes or no. After twenty questions, the discussion

was terminated and the students were requested to individually write

hypotheses that might explain the discrepancy.

Thus, this study gathered data about seven dependent variables:

a. both the quantity and quality of written hypotheses following

intensive instruction,

both the quantity and divereity of written i rmation search

questions following intensive instruction,

nfo
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the diversity of info
discuJsion, and

latjor search questions during the

both the qua tity and quality of written hypotheses after
the dLcussion.

The dependent variables for written results were analyzed utilizing

planned coparisons which were furtner delineated by he ewma--Keuis

or D- analyses . Fin the analysis of covariPnce was conduc -d

to determi

generation on hypothesis gene-ating ability after the group discussion.

-ffect af previous exposure to written hypothesis

- le, 1 of sig:_ificance which was needed to support the hypothesis was

Conclusions

The findings of this study lead to the formation of several conclusions.

it should be emphasized, howuvet, that each conclusion is restricted by

the procedures employeu pp. ) and the li-litations of this study (p. 22

1. The aethods of hypothesis generation intensive instruction which

employed differentiated reinforcement, whenever a hypothesis of a predetermined

standard was generated, were more effective than no hypothesis genera:ion

=ensive instruction (control group) ia promoting a greater quantity of

written hypotheses about a discrepant event following instruction. Further,

hile di,ferentiated reinforcement intensive instruction was better than no

instuction, there were no s cant differences in the quantity of written

hypotheses between the four intensive instruction groups. Therefore, dif erenti-:

ated reinforcement (either alone or with criteria ) is only superior to no

instruction and equal to other forms of intensive instruction for the quantity

-f written hypotheses following intensive instruction.
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2. Those participants who received differentiated reinforcement

intensive ins uction (alone or ia combination with criteria) or undiffer-

entiated reinforcement and criteria intensive instruction produced a

sigui ficantly higher quality of written hypotheses follm ng instruction

than participants who recei ed either (a) only undifferentiated reinforcement

or (b) no intensive instructIon. In addition, there was no significant

difference between either of the differentiated reinforcement intensive

instruction groups and the undifferentiated reinforcement and c:Ateria

group. It seems reasonable to conclude that the presence of differentiated

reinforcement and the addition of criteria does not Phhance the quality of

written hypothesis generation follo ing inte:Isive instr- -Lion. Although

the presence of differentiated reinforcement, criteria or 'noth cause a

sigtificant improvement in the ability to generate a higher quality of

hypotheses following intensive instruction, differentiated reinfor e ent

alone is sufficient to ca se the same result.

3. None of the fo,.1-. methods of hypothesis generation intensive

instruction improved the ability f the participants to generate a

significantly higher quantity or diversity of written information search

questions shot': a discrepant event following intensive instruction (when

compared to no intensive ins urtion).

4. Differentiated reinforcement only hypothesis Intensive instruction

was found more effective than no Intensive instruction (control group) in

promoting a higher quantity of written hypotheses after the information

search group discussion. There were no significant differences among the

four intensive instruction groups. Also, no significant differences were

detected between the other three intensive instruction groups and the
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cont ol group. Therefore intensive instruction which e.ves only

differentiated reinforcement to participants is significantly better

than no intensive instruction but not significantly diffe .ent to the

other forms of intensiv=t instruction after the group discussion.

5. !tieipau to L..ived the cdteria (either wjth diffe entlated

or u- the condition of hypothesis generation

inten ive instriction, produced a higher quality of w itten hypotheses

after the group a -cussion than participants who either (a) received only

undifferentiated reinfo ement, or (b) received no intensive instruction.

There was no difference in the quality of hypotheses when each criteria

group was compared to the differentiated reinforcement only group.

givirg cri e la about good hypothesis formation was only more effective

than no IntensIve instruction or only undifferentiated reinforcement

for the quality itten hypotheses following the group discuss on.

None of the f-u of hypothesis generation intensive

instruction significantly effected the diversity of questions submitted

during a group discussion when compared to no intensive instruction

(control group).

7. The analysis of covariance indicated that those participants

who received criteria as a form of intensive instruction were not effected

by prio- exposure to written hypothesis generation when this group of

participants generated a higher quality of written hypotheses than

participants who received no intensive instruction- However, the criter a

only participants generated hypotheses of equal quality as the particip s

from the other intensive instructo groups.
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Tho above Gonclusi are [nportunt because they indicate that a

va iety of hypothesis generation intensive ins-iruction methods can be

used to inGrea_7e the quan,i and or quality of hrpothesis generation.

Basically, intensive instruction which emphasizes differentiated

iulorccriicnt iS sjcnjfltl better to no intensive instruction in

promotirg a higher quantity of hypotheses following intens ve instruction.

Ljhewise, for the quality of hypotheses following intensive instruction,

either undifferentiated reinforceucnt and criteria or differentiated

emeni and criteria, or differentiated reinforcement alone are

the most et ective forms of instruction when compared to no intensive

instruction and only und fte -tticted reinforcement intensive instruction.

nGe is no difference between the differentiated reinforcement

and criroria groups, reinforcement adone as an intens ve instruction

method is sufficient to produce a higher quality of written hypotheses.

This conclusion substantiates the findings of Wright (1974) who used

only positi- rcement (e.g. good) as the intensive instruction

condition in his work with ninth grade students. In summary, the methods

intensive instruction which emphasize differentiated reinforcement

(either alone or with criteria) are most effective For written

hypothesis generation following int nsive instruction.

For written h7pothesis generation after a group discussion, differentiated

reinforcement alone was only significantly different (better) than no intensive

instruction for the quan-ity of hypotheses. Further, a form of cr teria

1 0
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(with differentiated or undifferentiated reinforcement) intensive ins tructio n

was the super or method for a higher quality of written hypotheses after

the group dis , ion. It appears, therefore, that the effect of differentiated

reinforcement on the quality of hypothesis generation is short-term. The

pre-Aous statement is consistent with studies in concept attainment which

found that students best attain and utilize a concept by instruction methods

which allow the student to discover the concept with practi e in application

(Cagat7 and drown, 1961; tJiccrock, 1963).

In addition, it is interescng to note that this study--unlike

previous work--ut lized tido fo_- reinforcement. The differentiated

form employed three differe t terms good, very good- and excellent) wh oh

correspondud to each of three levels of acceptable quality hypothesis

tion du ing intensive instruction. The undifferentiated form, on

the other handerely utilized acceptance (in the absence of positive

Le s) for contr buted hypotheses which either did or did not reach a

predetermined level of acceptability depending upon the intensive

instruction group. Uhen each form of reinforcement is examined in

of the quantity and quality of -itten hypotheses,te -thwhile

obse vations become apparent.

ajle no statistical differences occu- ed between the differentiated

reinforcement only group and the undifferentiated reinforcement only group

for the quantity of written hypotheses, significant differences did occur

in favor of the differentiated reinforcement only group when compared to

the control group (both after intensive instruction and the group discu on)

These findings are cons stent with the work of Byers (1965) who found

posit reinforcement (in tezns of selecting correct alternatives)
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creases the frequency of hypothesis formation. Further, for quality

itten hypotheses, differentiated reinforcement was the important

factor for significantly better hypotheses following intensive instruction.

Although this finding did no conti tee for long-term hypothesis generation,

it is ial for shortterm improvement in hypothesis generating behaviors.

4Lat the preceed ng discussion indicates is that undifferentiated r inforce-

Rent may be useful as a precursor of differentiated reinfo- ement in the

shaping ot quantity and, then, q ality hypothesis generation. Future study

should investiga e the specific effects of reinforcement (e.g. words used,

frequency) on the entire process of hypothesis generation.

The significance of the conciusions is that each illustrates that

hypothesis generation behaviors of ninth vTade students can be improved by

specific intensive instruction methods. The study indicate,: that students

possess the cognitive ability to formulate acceptable hypotheses and intensive

instruction further enhances these abilities.

Implications

The implications suggested by the conclusions are impor ant because

each offe s ideas of specific value for classroom instruction.

1. If it is desirable to promote an immediate higher qua y of

hypotheses about a discrepant event, then students should be given verbal

differentiated reinforcement as part of the intensive instruction.

Differentiated reinforcement is logical since it encourages stud nts to

continue the generation of hypotheses. Giving students only criteria or

only practice at writing hypotheses is not as effective since students

are probably hesitant to generate hypotheses Which do not meet acceptable

criteril. 132
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of intensive ins truction--reInEorcement,

criteria, or both- s nec ssary to produce a higher quality of hypotheses

following intensive ins -u'tion, implication is that students can

determine what constitutes an accep able hypothesis either by being told

the criteria or by g nfidence through dIfferentiated reinforcement

to tigure out the erlceria The 'fore, t aching strategies should involve

a predetermined level of acceptability and one of the above intensive

instruction metl It should be noted that the differentiated reinf e-

.rlent utenulve ins tL-LII:tion lechods improve both the qua tity and quality

of written hypothesis generation following intensive instruction.

J. Since beth the quantity and di.ers ty of written questions

were not significantly effected by hypothesis generation intensive instruction,

the instruction did not cause students to change their approach to isolating

variables by questioning but merely by hypothesizing. These results are

at variance with ght (L974) who i-tensively instructed ninth grade students

by positive reinforcement (e., good) and by asking if they had further

hypoth ses or details about the discrepant event. Purther, when Wright

assessed the impact of the intensive instruction he used _ al rathe than

'tten measures. In addition, Salomon (1970), working with college

students and written measures of infortnation search questions, found a

significant difference due to intensive instruction. The findings

and Salomon, when considered with the findings of this study,

indicate further research must be condu :ed to determine the effect of

hypothesis generation intensIve instructIon on information search

questioning behaviors.

4. Even after a group djscussjon, previous differentIated reinforcement,,
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as an instructional Condition, yielded a higher quantity of hyp_theses.

This impl es that differentiated reinforcement gives students confidence

to generate hypoth It is important to note that, among the intensive

instruction groups, there were no differences, but the reinforcement only

group was significantly better than no instruction. This implies that,

unless students receive reinforcement, the quantity of hypothesis generation

increased.

5. The plica tion is strong that crIteria as an inten

a is impL increase the quality of hypotheses

after a group discussion siace students could recall the appropriate

The esting Zaet is that the gr up which received both the

differentiated reinforcement and criteria was significantly better for

qualitv- but not quantity af er the group discussion. This tends to indicate

that criteria instruction is ecfective due to a clear understanding of what

is expected since IL does not compete with the desire to generate a greater

hypotheses (regardless of quality) for the purpose of receiving

praise (differentiated reinforcement).

6. The conclusion that instruction (4.oes not enhance diver-ity

of group information search questioning implies again that students did

not mo'ify their approach isolating variables by ques ioning as a

result of intensive instruction. Further, in the group setting individuals

with extremely complex or evaluative questions may have been hesitant to

volunteer them due to adverse peer pressure. Nevertheless, the differences

in hypothesis generation behaviors indicate students did improve their ability

to isolate aad explain the relationship between variables. Unfortunately,

this improvement did not manifest itself by either the individual written
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or the group discussion infox:mation search activities. Since the preseat

study only employed tw---ty questions--as the extent of the g-_-up di u -ion--

future research should attempt to determine the effect of an increasing

number of questions (i . twenty-five, forty, seventy-five) on the

diversity of ques-ions contributed during the group discussion.

7. Since the effect of previous exposure to hypothesis generation

is not apparent with the participants who received criteria only for the

quality of , itten hypotheses, the implication exists Chat when students

know the criteria they can utilize additional information. It could be

these participants were not confused in their approach to solving problems.

S. Further, the successful implementation of the instructional

procedures in a secondary school setting implies that most teachers could

devise similar me .hods to teach hypothesis fornation through intensive

instruction models.

In suiimary, the implications of the present study are worthwhile

for educators to consider in planning activities to pro ote the goals

of inquiry instruction. In the sllort-term, intensive instruction which

emphasizes -nly differentiated reinfor ement as a condi_ on of instruction

Is superior to other forms. However, for the long-term, instruction which

emphasizes crite ia as the method of hypothesis generation intensive

instruction is preferable.

Recommendations

As a result of this investigation, several recommendations for

further study are ir.portant to mention.

1. This investigation should be repeated to see i= the s me

results are achieved by junior high students.
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This investigation should be repeated to deter ine if the

s are achieved by senior high students.

3. The investigation should be repeated with individual oral

responses collected from each individual instead of written responses.

4. The inve cigation should be repeated usi g the same instructional

119

prccedcre,, but the group discussion sh uld be varied in the following ways:

a. allow the students to ask as many questions as they desire
and not the twenty question limit imposed by this study,

combine the various intensive instruction groups during
the discussion, and

c. allow the entire class (all experimental groups_
simultaneously participate.

development of formal reasoni-g skills depends on several

:tors as age and correlated to factors grades (Sayre and Ball, 1975),

would be interesting to assess the correlation between the various

inteasi uction meth-ds which are best to utilize for specific:

tudent traits (e.g. grade point average).

6. The form ot stimulus for the discrepant events should be

varied. Suggested formats include: (a ) live de onstrat -n (b) videotape

recordings, and ( ) discrepant events where stude -s presen- the discrepancy

either on film or in a live setting.

7. The correlation be ween diversity of informatIon search questions

and hypothesizing behaviors needs to be determined.

8. A scale should be developed to better equate information search

questioning diversity with hypothesis generation.

9. The effect of increasing the number of acceptable hypotheses

require_ during intensive LnstructlorL should be assessed.
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10. The effects of specific reinforcement techniques should

be examined to include the follo ing:

the effect of specific words (e.g. good, very good,
excellent) as differentiated reinforcement,

the effect of specific phrases as undifferentiated
reinforcement (e.g. I accept this hypothesis, This
hypothesis is acceptable), and

c. the effects of a mixture of reinforcement (e.g. v
the words or phrases after each hypothesis).
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W. ANDERRE1N.
PpiNElpAL

Dear Parent

PRiNCE GE RGE5 COUNTY PCB!! t SCHOOLS

UPPER MARLBORO. MD. 20870
627-4551

122

EARL TASEH E GER
VIEEPNIN A

Because of my interest in developing teaching methods which will enhance science
instruction, I am on educational leave from Our Public School System to pursue my
doctorate in Science Education at the University of Maryland. The purpose of my
research study is to determine ways which will help students generate better hypotheses.

Basically, this study will not interfere with normal class instruction* The

procedures will be part of regular class activities for a few days. These will involve:

a* the random placing of students into one of five groups,
the presentation of a lesson to each group in a setting removed
from the classroom,

c. the participation of all the groups in a class discussion when the
students' written and verbal responses will be recorded, and

d. the analysis of the students' responses.

The instruments that will be utilized are the Hypothesis Quality Scale and the

Diversity of Information Search Scale. Both of these will be available for your review

at the school* Further, the instruments do not reflect the science ability or potential
of your child but merely the sUCCess or failure of the study. Your child will remain
ruatLly_tr,oncovrsous dalajoil_MIEE_Itt_21:14x. TO INSURE THIS, NO CHILD'S NAME WILL

BE INCLUDED ON DATA CILAIIIIGHEErS-09 TAPES:

In accordance with existing Board of Education Policy, Er. Anderson and I are
informing and requesting permission for your child to participate. If you have any
questions, please call ma at 864-895l. We would appreciate the return of this form
within a week.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Chris A. Pouler
Ph.D. CandIdate, UiversLty land

/17

ge AUdiison,
Principal

I do give permission for my child
to participate in the above study. Name of Student

I do not give permiss ion for my child

to participate in the above study.
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DISCREPANT EVEaT FILM QUESTIONNAIRE
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IIYPOM SIS AND QUESTION EVALUATION INFORI TION
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INSTRUCTl0N: After viewing "The Sailboat and the Fan," please rate
each of these student hypotheses by using the number

that "best" fits each.

NUM3ER:

1. The boat didn't move because maybe the air wasn't in a

certain angle.

The boat didn't move because there was not enough air to
push the boat and the fan both.

The boat didn't move because maybe there were two speeds
on the fan and the first time he stuck the speed on high
and the seconc! it was on low.

4. The tank of water may have been tilted the first time and
not the second.

The man may have docked the boat to something so it would not
move the second time.

6. Maybe the second time the fan only circulated the air around.

7. It could have been magic.

It could have heen because o_ the thickness of the material

of the sails.

The water could have been moving the first time and stayed

still the second.

10. The wind from the fan was blowing at the sail and not getting
caught into the sail to make it go.

11. The ship moved the first time since the fan was moving along
with the boat.

12. The boat was not in the same position.

13. A magnet could have been on the bottom.

14. When the fan is lifted the boat is light and can move free Y

15. The fir _
time the wind was not hitting the pole on the sail

and the second time it was.
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Hypothesis Quality Scale

The followIng was devised by Quinn (1972) and utilized by Quinn (1972)

and Wright (1974) in hypothesis generation studies. Hypotheses are rated

by the experimenter using the number that co-_esponds to the description

that best "fits" the generated hypothesis.

Points

0

1

2

Classification

No explanation: for example a nonsense statement a question,

an observation, a single inference about a single concrete object

jonscientific explanation: for example,
or "because the man pushed the button."

. because 's magic"

partial scientific explanation: for example, incomplete reference
to variables, a ne ative explanation, analogy

Scientific explanation relating at least two variables in general
nonspecific terms

4 Precise scientific explanation, a qualifica- on and or
quantification of the variables

Explicit statement of a test of a hypothesis (An inference is
made here that the child who states a test can also hypothesize
adequately and precisely.)
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INSTRUCTIONS: After viewing "The ice Cubes," p -ease rate each of these

student hypotheses by using the category that "bes " fits

each.

CATEGORY:

Were the two cubes ice?

2. Did each glass have the same amount of liquid in it?

Did he put something in one of the cubes that would zdake

it loat?

4. Did he use the same temperature liquid in each glass?

'5. Was the table level?

6. Did the 'nen put a solution in the glass when he pushed

the ice cube down?

7. Does the heat of the man's hand have any effect on the cubes

8. Jere the liquids greater than room temperature when the cubes

were added?

9. Was there cold air blowing over one of the glasses?

10. olere the cubes the same weight?

11. Did the ice cubes have the same density?

12. Are both cubes fully frozen?

13. Could one glass have salt water in it?

14. Jas the spoon made of plastic?

15. Did the man have something on one of his hands rubbing

off on one of the cubes?
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DIVERSITY OF INFORMATION SEARCH SCALE

The following scale was devised by Suchman to determine the
diversity of questions during an information search activity. Wright

(1974) found it applicable for the analysis of questions generated by

ninth graders. Basically, a question is classified into one of the

sixteen categories. After all the questions have been classified,
mathematical manipulations make it possible to determine the diversity.

ents Objects Conditions Properties

Verification

Experiiaentation

Uecessity

Synthesis

V

E
u

S
e

V

E
c

N
c

V

clef

A question is classified into one of sixteen catego ies which are

ed as:

Eventsrefer to the occurance of events (e . Did he iipe the blade?)

b. Objects- refer to the nature of object g. Was the liquid water?)

c. Conditions--refer to the states of an object, in this context condir ons

can vary and are defined by numbers (e.g. Was the temperature of the

water 850 F?)

d. Properties--refer to props ties, in this context properties do not

vary and refer to constant character cs (e.g. Does an ordinary

knife bend when heated?)

Verification--If the question seeks to iden_
aspect of the entire filmloop sequence,

yor verify some

Experimentation--if the question seeks to ascertain the
of some hypothetical change in the experiment presented

Necessity--if the question seeks to determin
aspect of a phenomenon in the film was necessary

(cause and effect), and

consequences
in the film,

particular
outcome

Synthesis--if the question seeks to determine if a particular idea

theory of cau ation is valid and explains totally or some aspect to

the experimen
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INDIVIDUAL VALUES FOR THE SIX
:HIITTEN DEPENDEIZT VARIABLES
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TA131,4 29.--Uritten hypothasis and question values f-- each individual

participating in the study

_
aQU-

flroup S udent Fil

A 1 JO

A 2 02

A 3 03

A 4 03

A 5 03

A 03

A 7 03

A 8 06

A Oh

A 13 03

A 11 05

A 19 11

A 13 34

A 14 02

A 15 02

A 1L, 05

A li 03

A 18 04

A ]j 07

A 20 05

A 21 02
22 06

A 23 02

A 24 35

A 25 06

A 26 04

A 27 02

A 28 04

A 23 07

A 30 03

A 31 06

A 32 03

A 33 04

A 34 01

A 35 05

A 36 05

A 37 02

A 38 04

A 39 05

A 43 04

A 41 01

ILQA
2

FII

ISD HQU
5

FII AGD

H0A6
AGD

0.00 09 1.0000 02 2.50

2.30 02 1.0000 03 2.00

2.33 05 0.9603 04 2.75

3.00 03 0.9183 02 3.00

2.33 05 0.9709 03 2.33

3.00 36 0.0000 01 1.00

2.33 02 1.0000 03 2.50

3.17 03 1.0000 03 3.00

3.33 04 0.8113 02 3.70

2.69 02 1.0000 01 3.00

2.00 03 1.0000 04 2.75

2.40 05 0.9709 04 1.50

2.30 02 0.0000 01 2.67

2.00 02 0.0000 04 2.75

1.80 15 0.9603 05 2.20

3.67 08 0.9464 01 4.03

3.26 33 1.0000 03 3.33

3.00 10 0.9709 02 3.93

3.00 03 0.0000 00 0.00

3.00 07 0.8631 01 4.00

2.83 03 0.8538 02 4.00

3.50 05 0.9603 01 3.70

3.80 07 0.9852 01 4.00

3.00 05 0.9183 07 2.86

9.00 06 0.9206 03 2.33

2.00 04 1.0003 00 0.00

2.50 07 0.9212 01 3.00

2.14 06 0.7897 01 3.00

3.25 08 0.9528 01 4.00

3.30 04 0.9464 01 3.0C

2.33 04 0.9464 01 2.00

3.25 07 0.3195 05 3.00

4.00 04 1.0000 05 3.60

2.20 05 0.9619 01 3.90

2.60 05 0.8650 01 4.00

3.00 03 1.0000 01 4.00

3.00 04 0.8113 02 3.00

3.60 05 0.8650 07 2.86

2.50 03 0.0000 02 2.50

3.33 09 0.7725 01 4.00

1.00 07 0.0000 01 2.00
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TAL 29.--Continued

I-10A
2

IS
3

IS84 HQU5 RQA6

Group Student FII FI1 FII FII AGO AGO

1 02 2.00 06 0.9206 03 2.50

2 04 3.00 05 0.9603 03 2.33

3 01 2.00 04 0.0000 01

13 4 05 1.30 09 0.8289 10 2.01

3 5 05 2.40 09 0.8289 01 3.00

6 01 1.00 00 0.0000 01 3.00

7 03 2.67 04 0.8113 01 3.00

3 8 03 2.00 03 0.9113 03 3.33

13 9 05 2.80 05 0.7219 10 2.10

10 04 2.50 03 0.9851 11 2.00

3 11 03 2.67 03 0.9183 04 2.75

12 01 2.00 02 0.0000 02 2.50

13 03 3.33 01 0.0000 02 3.00

14 02 3.50 04 0.9464 02 3.50

3 15 04 2.75 06 0.9206 03 2.33
3 lo 05 2.80 10 0.8174 01 4.30

17 02 3.00 06 0.9206 00 0.00

94 2.75 96 0.9206 01 4.00

19 04 3.75 93 0.9183 07 3.00

20 04 2.75 02 1.0000 02 2.50

21 01 3.00 0.7897 02 2.50

3 22 02 2.50 03 1.0000 01 3.00

23 04 2.25 05 0.9603 02 2.00

24 03 3.00 09 0.8289 02 3.00

25 05 2.40 04 0.9464 02

26 04 3.25 07 0.9212 02 3.00

27 09 2.67 10 0.9603 06 2.33

3 28 05 3.60 06 0.9591 04 3.00

29 05 3.40 07 0.9141 04 2.50

3 30 05 2.80 04 1.0000 04 2.25

31 06 2.67 06 0.9591 02 3.50

32 03 2.67 04 0.9464 91 4.00

33 02 3.50 03 0.9183 32 3.50

3 34 02 3.50 09 0.8764 01 4.00

35 02 4.00 06 0.9206 01 4.00

36 01 4.00 03 0.9183 01 4.00

37 02 3.50 05 0.7219 03 3.00

38 04 3.50 04 0.8113 02 3.00

3 39 02 3.50 04 0.0000 02 1.50

40 05 3.40 08 0.8869 02 3.00

41 02 2.50 04 0.0000 01 3.00
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TABLE 29.--Coatinued

C

up Student FII
HOA2
FIT

05 2.00
C 2 02 2.03
C 3 05 2.20
C 4 07 2.83
C 5 03 2.60
C 0 96 3.00
C 7 04 3.00
C 8 03 2.30
C 0 03 2.67

10 02 2.40
7 i 01 2.90

C 12 02 2.50
13 03 1.67, 14 03 3.33

0 15 05 2.30
10 03 3.90

7 04 2.23
18 32 3.00
n 03 3.67

03 3.67
21, 01 3.00

02 2.00
23 05 3.43
2 4 39 2.11
25 04 3.00

04 2.25
21 95 2.60

C 28 94 2.53
C 29 03 3.33
C 30 36 2.80
e- 31 36 3.00

32 07 3.14
C 33 06 3.50
C 34 02 3.50
C 33 04 3.90
C 36 93 3.33
C 37 05 2.00
C 38 05 3.93
C 39 07 2.29
C 40 04 3.00
C 41 01 4.00

Fr,

,,)nr
.,

02
00
10
07
10
06
04
02
04
02
04
04
ri-.,-0

06
03
33
04
02
03
03
05
07
13
08
05
07

05
07
06
06
1.0

07
04
05
02
98
05
05
00
03

133

ISD4 EQT.F5
6

ACD ACID

1.0000 04 2.70
0.0000 03 2.43
3.0030 03 2.20
0.8174 37 2.73
0.9754 94 1.75
0.9373 03 3.00
1.0000 01 4.00
0.9709 01 4.00
0.0000 01 3.00
0.8764 31 2.00
0.0000 03 2.33
0.0000 04 2.00
0.8113 32 2.00
0.9206 03 33
0.9206 05 2.43
0.9183 03 2.67
0.9183 00 0.00
0.8113 04 2.75
0.0000 02 3.00
0.9183 03 3.33
0.9183 01 4.00
0.9603 01 3.00
0.8699 03 2.83
0.7560 07 2.14
0.9528 04 2.50
0.9603 03 2.67
0.9212 04 2.00
0.9610 05 2.60
0.9610 03 2.70
0.7897 06 2.50
0.9206 02 3.00
0.8567 93 3.33
0.8699 01 .2.00
0.9464 00 0.00
0.9709 03 2.60
0.0000 04 3.33'
0.8869 06 3.20
0.9603 '06 3.33
0.9709 05 3.20
0.0000 Oi 2.00
0.9851 04 3.25

1 0



TABLE 29

Group ue_ALIr..t

z-ou

134

3
ISE)

4 5

FIL 113:
Cu- :i2A
AGD

b

AGO

1

D
D

0
D 4

2 cil
04

'_:)3

2 .25

2 .40
7 .,)ri

0,3

:-)4
05

0-61 .: :64 0246 006; )423

0

0

0
D

D
D
0
D
D

1 j
16

i" 4

:Ci
11
L2
13

9

'31

02
(_)

())

01

04
:A

2 .25

2212 ...: 64332 30'7:3 ('9'3-11346

1 .00

,., .5,

1 -60
06

06
03

01

07

07

cj00°,J.ji ...:. 0099'193j 1000011 0800088 -030:33

Q.869,]
1.0000

D 6
--)5

2 .53 03

0.9206
O i

'1,6
1.2:3

0
0
D

18

4']

03
r)6
Ob

'731?- .... (6:37

00
(38

09
06

Cal.:98°48°6604°9

(/9206

D

2 .7;

17
04

D 22
02

03
0.9477

?1
Li2

10

D

1.75

D '23

2 .:50 no
0.9182

24
(--)4

06
0.000J

O 75
'2/4

1.23 06
1-0000

D

3 -00

26
03

04
0.9133

O Z 7
:-)3

2.67 tJ6

1.0000

D

2.25

D 28
02

3 .00
0.9206

D 29
04

1.50 03
0.8113

30
04

:11.

(i.000!)

O 32
31

03
05

3 .00
'35

33

Q0°0199876316308572:338

D

2.25

D

3 .00

D ,-, 3
05

2 .00 10

0
D

33
34

36
03

03
06

2 .67
1 .00 06

'15

19

0r0j.:287286195:7

D

2 .00

D 39

02
04

2 .00
05
01

0,9751

2.000,

O 37
03

1,67 07

0.0000
D

1.67

D 41
01 2 .00

2.33 06
°' 789 7

D 40
03

3 -00 06

0 .00 02
"9:0000

00
02

L-1.000(,)

02

06

03

03

02

00

03

03

06

04

01

00

04

01

01

01

05

92

01

03

02

01

93

01

02

02

04

01

01

03

00

2.50
2.17
2.33
2.00
2.00
2.07

1.50
0.00
2.00
2.67
2.67
2.25
2.00
0.00
3.00
2.67
2.00
2.25
4.00
4.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
3.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
3.33
3.00
1.50
2.50
2.25
4.00
3.00

0.00
2.33

0.00
3.00



AILE: 2 9.- -Coat nued

Gr oup Student

HQU

F1I

9
HQA-
FII

I SQ3
FIL

ISD4
FII AGD

5
HQA

AGD

01 1.00 02 1.0000 02 2.00
02 1.50 03 1.0000 04 1.50
00 0 .00 06 0.0000 06 0 .17

4 05 2.20 05 0.7219 00 0 .00
02 2 .50 02 1.0000 01 2 .00

6 02 1.50 02 0,0000 01 3 .00
7 01 2.00 06 1.0000 01 2.00
8 03 2.67 03 0.9183 02 2.50

03 2.25 05 0.9709 02 1.50
10 03 1.00 94 0.8113 03 2.00
11 05 2.20 02 0.0000 01 3.00

F. 12 00 0 .00 02 0.0000 01 3.00
13 JO 0.00 02 0.0000 01 2.09
14 03 2.33 05 0.9()03 01 3 .00
15 01 0 .00 00 0.0000 01 2.00
16 04 3.00 03 0.0000 04 3 .00
17 01 2.00 03 0.9183 01 0 .00
18 05 2.25 07 0.8631 03 2.33
19 01 1.00 04 0.0000 02 2 .00
20 01 3.00 02 0.0000 03 2.00
21 01 2 .00 06 0.9206 02 3.00
22 03 2.33 05 0.9610 01 3.00
23 03 2.33 06 0.9206 03 2 .00
24 09 1.33 94 0.9464 01 2.00
25 06 1.83 07 0.9932 01 3.00
26 03 2 .50 09 0.9657 93 1.67
27 02 1.00 04 0,8113 02 2.00
28 01 4 .00 03 0.9183 03 2.33
29 01 3.00 04 0.0000 03 2.00
30 04 0 .75 02 0.0000 02 2.50
31 03 2.33 06 0.7897 01 3.00

02 2.50 02 0.0000 00 0.00
33 04 1.50 05 0.7219 01 3.00
34 02 3.50 05 0.9709 01 2.00
35 03 3.00 05 0.9709 04 2.25

C. 36 01 1.00 06 1.0000 01 0.00
37 02 2.50 93 1.0000 02 3.00
38 _ 01 0.00 02 0.0000 03 2.33

39 03 0.67 00 0.0000 02 2.50

40 02 3.00 05 0.9603 01 3.00

41 02 2.50 03 0.9183 01 2.00

135

ypothesio quantity following intensive instruction
3itypotheate quality following intensive instruction
4Question quantity following intensive instruction
5
Qileotian diversity f allowing intensive instruction
6Rypothesi_ quantity after group discussion
ElypotIvesio quality after group discussion
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